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PREAMBLE
This Agreement entered into by and between the Burlington Board of School
Commissioners, hereinafter called the "Board" and the Burlington Education Association
Inc. affiliated with the Vermont-NEA and the National Education Association, hereinafter called
the "Association".

W I T N E S S E T H:
WHEREAS, the Board and the Association recognize and declare that providing a quality
education for the children of the Burlington School System is their mutual aim and that the
character of such education depends predominately upon the quality and morale of the teaching
service; and
WHEREAS, the members of the teaching profession are particularly qualified to
participate and contribute to the formulation of policies and programs designed to improve
educational standards; and
WHEREAS, the Board, as duly elected representatives of the citizen taxpayers who bear
the financial burden of the school system, has, under the laws of the State of Vermont the final
responsibility to determine the policies of the Burlington System; and
WHEREAS, the parties have reached certain understandings which they desire to confirm
in this Agreement,
In consideration of the following mutual covenants, it is hereby agreed as follows:
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SECTION I
RECOGNITION, DURATION AND RE-NEGOTIATION PROCEDURES
ARTICLE I
RECOGNITION
1.1 The Board recognizes the Association as the sole and exclusive representative for collective
bargaining purposes concerning the terms and conditions of employment and other matters of
mutual concern for all professional employees of the Board subject to representation under
Chapter 57 of 16 V.S.A., as amended, (Labor Relations for Teachers), but excluding
administrators and all other employees.
1.1(a) From time to time there have been discussions that the Burlington Technical Center may
merge its operations with other technical centers in the area. The Board recognizes that if such a
merger occurs, those teachers employed in Burlington Technical Center positions are entitled to
use the displacement procedures provided for by Article XIV, Bumping, of this Agreement to
attempt to displace other Burlington School District teachers.
1.2 Unless otherwise indicated, the term "teachers" when used hereinafter in this Agreement,
shall refer to all professional employees as defined in section 1.1 above, represented by the
Association in the negotiating unit as above-defined, and references to male teachers shall
include female teachers.
1.3 Despite reference in this Agreement to the Board or the Association as such, each reserves
the right to act hereunder by committee (which committee will not exceed fifteen (15) in
number), individual member, or designated representative whether or not a member.
1.4 Except as otherwise specifically provided in this Agreement or otherwise mutually agreed to
in writing between both parties, the determination of educational policy, the operation and
management of the schools and the control, supervision, and direction of the staff are vested
exclusively in the Board.
1.5 The Association will cooperate with and make recommendations to the school
administration respecting curriculum development, program coordination, and special in-service
training programs.
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ARTICLE II
DURATION OF AGREEMENT
2.1 This agreement shall be effective as of September 1, 2006 and shall continue in full force
and effect until twelve o'clock midnight on August 31, 2009 Negotiations for a successor to the
Agreement will begin November 1 of the year before this Agreement expires, unless the
Association notifies the Board that it does not intend to negotiate.
2.2 This Agreement may be extended from time to time beyond its expiration date by mutual
agreement of the representatives of the Burlington Board of School Commissioners and the
Burlington Education Association.
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ARTICLE III
PROCEDURE FOR NEGOTIATION OF SUCCESSOR AGREEMENT
3.1 Should notice of desire to modify or terminate be given in accordance with 2.1 hereof, the
Board and the Association agree to meet not later than the December 15, prior to the expiration
of this agreement for the purpose of negotiations in a good faith effort to reach agreement as set
forth in section 3.2 of this Article III.
3.2 During negotiations, the Board and Association will present relevant data, exchange points
of view and make proposals and counter-proposals. The Association and Board will submit
requests on negotiable matters not later than December 15, prior to the expiration of this
Agreement. The Board will provide the Association with a complete tentative line budget for the
next fiscal year as well as budgetary proposals recommended to the Board by its Finance
Committee and all actual appropriations as soon as available. The Board will make available to
the Association all pertinent records, data and information of public nature relating to the
Burlington School District.
The parties agree that the best interests of the school system might entail consultation between
the Board and the Association concerning the contract proposals and the course of negotiations
between the Board and other school system bargaining units. Provided, neither party shall have
any obligation to discuss any contract proposal between it and another bargaining unit unless it
unilaterally decides to do so.
3.3 If, after discussion of all negotiable matters, but in no event later than February 15, the
parties fail to reach agreement on any negotiable subject, either party may declare an impasse.
Within three (3) calendar days after the declaration of impasse, the parties will attempt to select a
person to serve as mediator and to obtain a commitment from such person to serve. If they are
unable to agree upon a mediator and/or to obtain such a commitment within said time, either
party may request the American Arbitration Association to appoint a mediator after the receipt of
such request in accordance with rules and procedures prescribed by it for making such
appointments. The mediator will not, however, without the consent of both parties, make
findings of fact or recommend terms of settlement. The costs for the services of the mediator,
including, if any, his/her per diem expenses, and his/her actual and necessary travel and
subsistence expenses, will be shared equally by the Board and the Association.
3.4 If the mediator is unable, within ten (10) calendar days after the first mediation session, to
effect settlement of said controversy, either party may, by written notification to the other,
request that said controversy be submitted to fact-finding. Within five (5) days after receipt of
the aforesaid written request, each party will attempt to designate a third person to serve as
chairman of the panel and to obtain a commitment from said person to serve. If within two (2)
calendar days after their appointment, the two (2) appointees are unable to agree upon a
chairman and/or to obtain such a commitment, or if either party fails to appoint its fact-finder
within the aforesaid five (5) calendar day period, either party may request the American
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Arbitration Association to designate a chairman, after receipt of such request, in accordance with
rules and procedures prescribed by it for making such designations. The chairman so designated
will not, without consent of both parties, be the same person who was appointed mediator under
the preceding paragraph.
3.5 The panel will, within ten (10) calendar days after the designation of the chairman, meet
with the parties or their representatives, or both, forthwith, either jointly or separately, and make
inquiries it deems appropriate. All such proceedings will be conducted in accordance with the
rules and procedures of the American Arbitration Association. If such controversy is not
resolved prior thereto, the panel will make findings of fact and recommend terms of settlement of
the controversy, provided, however, its authority will be limited to making findings of
recommendations with respect to negotiable subjects only. Said recommendations will be
advisory only and will be made within thirty (30) calendar days after the designation of the
chairman. The panel shall make such findings and recommendations public, if the issues in
dispute are not settled within ten (10) calendar days of the delivery of the report. The costs for
the services of the chairman, including his/her per diem expenses, if any, and his/her actual and
necessary travel and subsistence expenses and the costs of a hearing room and transcript will be
shared equally by the Board and the Association. All other expenses will be paid by the party
incurring them.
3.6 Each party will provide to the other, upon request, a written statement indicating the person
or persons authorized to act in its behalf at any particular point in time, neither team to exceed
more than six (6) in number. The person or persons so authorized to act will be authorized to act
in regard to all aspects of negotiations and to enter into tentative agreements, it being the mutual
intention that neither party will be required to negotiate with respect to different subjects with
different persons representing the other party. However, consultants to either party may be
available at any such negotiations between the parties.
3.7 Upon tentative agreement between the parties, all items of agreement shall be reduced to
writing and submitted to the Board and the Association for ratification.
3.8 Upon ratification by the parties, a mutually acceptable written agreement shall be signed by
the Chairman of the Board and the President of the Association and by both negotiating teams.
Said agreement shall then be binding upon the parties for its duration.
3.9 All written notices to the Board will be deemed to have been properly given if delivered to
the Chairman of the Board, care of the Superintendent of Schools, and the Association, care of
the President.
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SECTION II
RIGHTS AND RESPONSIBILITIES
ARTICLE IV
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PARTIES
4.1 This Agreement is intended to set forth rates of pay, hours of work, and other mutually
agreed upon conditions of employment, so as to promote orderly and peaceful relations with the
teacher personnel, and to achieve the highest level of teacher performance consistent with safety,
good health, and professional effort, and promote the general welfare of the Burlington District
Schools, its students and its teachers.
4.2 Unless otherwise agreed in writing, neither the Association, the Board, nor its school
administration shall take any action affecting wages, hours, or other mutually agreed upon
conditions of employment or any other matter covered by this Agreement in violation hereof.
4.3 The Association and the Board subscribe to the principle that differences should be resolved
by peaceful and appropriate means without interruption of the school program. The Association,
therefore, agrees that there shall be no strike, work stoppage, or other concerted refusal to
perform work by the teachers covered by this Agreement nor any instigation thereof during the
life of this Agreement, nor shall the Board engage in or permit any lockout of teachers.
4.4 If any provision of this Agreement or any application of this Agreement to any employee is
held to be contrary to law, then such provision or application shall not be deemed valid and
subsisting, except to the extent permitted by law, but all other provisions or applications shall
continue in full force and effect.
4.5 Any individual contract between the Board and an individual teacher, heretofore or hereafter
executed, shall be subject to and consistent with the terms and conditions of this Agreement. If
an individual contract contains any language inconsistent with the Agreement, this Agreement,
during its duration, shall be controlling.
4.6 The Board and the Association agree that there shall be no discrimination, and that all
practices, procedures and policies of the school system shall clearly exemplify that there is not
discrimination in the hiring, training, assignment, promotion, transfer, or discipline of teachers in
the application or administration of this Agreement on the basis of race, creed, color, religion,
national origin, sex, domicile, marital status, age or sexual orientation.
The Board and the Association affirm their mutual commitment to the principle of equal
opportunity and both shall use best efforts, consistent with legal mandates, to promote
affirmative action and provide an educational and employment setting which respects and
6

reflects the diversity of the City of Burlington. The preceding sentence shall not be subject to the
grievance and arbitration procedures of this Agreement.
4.7 Copies of this Agreement shall be printed in booklet form at the expense of the Board within
thirty (30) week days after the Agreement is signed and shall be presented to all teachers now
employed or hereafter employed by the Board.
4.8 Notice Under Agreement
Whenever written notice to the Board is provided for in this Agreement, such notice shall
be addressed to the Chairman of the Burlington Board of School Commissioners at his or her
home address, and the Superintendent of Schools, 150 Colchester Avenue, Suite 2, Burlington,
Vermont 05401.
Whenever written notice to the Association is provided for in this Agreement, such notice
shall be addressed to the Burlington Education Association, Inc., 14 South Williams Street,
Burlington, Vermont 05401.
Either party by written notice may change the address at which future written notices to it
shall be given.
4.9 The Board and the Association agree that the primary purpose of teacher evaluation is the
improvement of education and educational conditions in the school system and to enhance the
educational development of the teacher. It is the Board's duty and responsibility to evaluate the
performance of teachers fairly and equitably according to a method(s) it deems appropriate. The
Association may utilize the grievance and arbitration procedure commencing at Step 2, the
superintendent level, to challenge the evaluation method(s), or portions thereof on the basis it is
arbitrary, capricious, or without rational basis in fact. This provision and the status of any
evaluation method(s) utilized pursuant hereto shall in no way affect the provisions of Article V
in respect to the rights of individual teachers who are evaluated.
4.10 The District and the Association share the goal of offering to each student a maximum
opportunity for learning. Although both budgetary and time constraints must be acknowledged,
it is recognized that some students have special needs and require attention which exceeds that
required by others. It is also recognized that this extra attention may have to be furnished by the
classroom teacher, the teacher and district working in conjunction with other agencies, or at least
on a temporary basis, exclusively by others. The District shall work with teachers to attempt to
recognize these special needs and deal with them appropriately. This Section shall not be subject
to the grievance and arbitration procedures of this Agreement.
4.11 Academic freedom to study and investigate facts and ideas concerning man, human
society, the physical and biological world, and other branches of learning subject to accepted
standards of professional responsibility shall not be abridged. The Board shall not require that
7

any teacher act in an unprofessional or illegal manner with respect to the disclosure of personal
information received by a teacher from his/her students.
4.12 As a duly elected body exercising governmental power within the laws of the State of
Vermont, the Board hereby agrees that every teacher shall have the right to freely organize, join
and support the Association for the purpose of engaging in collective negotiations. The Board
shall not discriminate against any teacher with respect to hours, wages, or any terms or
conditions of employment by reason of his/her membership in the Association and its affiliates,
his/her participation in any activities of the Association, collective negotiations with the Board,
or his/her institution of any grievance, complaint or proceeding under this Agreement.
4.13 Nothing contained herein shall be construed to deny or restrict any teacher of such rights
as the teacher may have under State of Vermont School Laws or other applicable laws and
regulations.
4.14 Teachers shall be entitled to full rights of citizenship and there shall be no discrimination,
retaliation or disciplinary action taken against a teacher for the legitimate exercise thereof.
4.15 Aides and employees working under personal services contracts are to be used as
supportive personnel only and will not replace the teaching functions of teachers, but may assist
the teachers in carrying out that function.
4.16 The Association and its members recognize that each teacher has a professional
responsibility to provide the best possible opportunity to each and every student, and that this
responsibility carries beyond the normal school day.
4.17 The Board and the Association shall schedule annual training workshop(s) on the
grievance and negotiation process. A person acceptable to both sides shall be named to conduct
this meeting. The Board and the Association shall share costs equally.
4.18 In accordance with 12 VSA §5652(b), the Board and the Association understand that this
Agreement contains an agreement to arbitrate. After signing this Agreement, the Board and the
Association understand that they will not be able to bring a lawsuit concerning any dispute that
may arise which is covered by the arbitration agreement, unless it involves a question of
constitutional or civil rights. Instead, the parties agree to submit any such dispute to an impartial
arbitrator in accordance with the provisions contained in this Article.
4.19 Subject to the insurance limits referenced in Section 19.11, the Board shall give full
support to the teachers including legal and insurance coverage for court action brought by
parents or citizens against a teacher when acting in the proper discharge of the teacher's duties
and within the scope of the teacher's employment.
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The Board shall protect a teacher from public charges of impropriety as long as the
teacher has functioned within the bounds of Board policies. It is agreed that the Superintendent
may issue directive which interpret Board policies to meet specific situations as they arise.
4.20 The Association and the Board shall establish a Standing Association Board Committee,
ABC, to review issues of mutual concern. Committee recommendations may be made to
appropriate boards or groups. The Board and the Association shall establish membership on the
ABC. The Association and Board shall appoint two members each. One representative of the
Executive board and one school board member shall serve ex-officio. Representatives of other
associations or groups may be included.
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ARTICLE V
EVALUATION
5.1
(a) No teacher, except a teacher laid off due to budgetary constraints, shall have their
contract non-renewed or be disciplined, reprimanded, reduced in rank or compensation,
suspended, or dismissed without just cause, except that the non-renewal of a teacher during
his/her first two years of employment in the school district shall not be grievable under this
agreement. Any grievance arising under the provisions of this subsection shall be initially
presented by the grievant or the Association at Step 2 of the grievance procedure.
(b) No adverse evaluation of any teacher's performance shall be placed in their personnel
file for consideration without just cause. A teacher aggrieved by any such adverse evaluation
may request a hearing before the Board of School Commissioners, which hearing shall be public
or closed at the option of the teacher. If the Board should determine that just cause for such
adverse evaluation did not exist, such evaluation shall be null and void and be expunged from all
personnel records. The question of evaluations under this Article shall not be subject to
arbitration under this Agreement.
5.2
A teacher shall be given a copy of any class visit or evaluation report prepared by his/her
evaluators and will be entitled to a conference to discuss said report. If a report is prepared by an
evaluator concerning a class visit, such report shall be shared with the teacher within three (3)
school days of the classroom observation. No such report shall be submitted to the central office,
placed in the teacher's files or otherwise acted upon without prior conference with the teacher.
No teacher shall be required to sign a blank or incomplete evaluation form. The Board agrees
that any evaluation system which it utilizes must involve adequate notification of what is
expected of a teacher, adequate observation so as to allow for informed judgment and adequate
opportunity for correction of any noted deficiency, which is, in fact, correctable.
5.3
All monitoring, observation or evaluation of the work performance of a teacher shall be
conducted openly and with full knowledge of the teacher. Eavesdropping by any means or
device shall be strictly prohibited.
5.4
For purposes of this Agreement, only that file regarding a teacher which is maintained at
the Board's central administrative office shall be considered the teacher’s personnel file.
Materials in any other file shall not be considered pertinent in any case of promotion, transfer,
evaluation, discipline or discharge nor shall such materials be ever maintained or cited as a part
of a teacher's official records. A teacher shall have the right, upon reasonable request and at
reasonable times, to review the contents of his/her personnel files and to receive copies at his/her
expense of multiples of any documents contained therein. A single copy of any document within
the personnel file of a teacher will be supplied at no cost to the teacher. A teacher shall be
entitled to have a representative of the Association accompany the teacher during such review.
At least once every three (3) years, a teacher shall have the right to indicate those documents
and/or other materials in the teacher’s files which the teacher believes to be obsolete or otherwise
inappropriate to retain. Said documents shall be reviewed by the Superintendent or his/her
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designee; and if, in fact, they are obsolete or otherwise inappropriate to retain, they shall be
destroyed. However, the preceding sentence shall not apply to materials related to a "Major
Offense." For purposes of this section, Major Offense shall mean conviction of a crime
involving moral turpitude, or either conviction or an administrative adjudication relating to
sexual harassment, the excessive use of force or the violation of another individual's civil rights.
If any such conviction or administrative adjudication is overturned as a result of appeal any
reference thereto will be removed from the teacher's personnel file. No material derogatory to a
teacher's conduct, service, character, or personality shall be placed in the teacher’s personnel file
unless the teacher has had an opportunity to review such material. All such derogatory material
shall be removed from the files after it becomes three (3) years old unless there has been a
repetition of the same or similar incident. The teacher shall acknowledge that the teacher has
had the opportunity to review such material by affixing his/her signature to the copy to be filed
with the express understanding that such signature in no way indicates agreement with the
contents thereof. Provided, the Board may insert in the personnel file materials sent to it or its
superintendent by such teacher for the express purpose of being included in his or her personnel
file. In such instances, said materials may be inserted without need of securing an additional
signature. The teacher shall also have the right to submit a written answer to such material and
their answer shall be reviewed by the Superintendent or his/her designee and attached to the files'
copy.
5.5

Materials in the individual's personnel files which lack basis in fact shall be removed.

5.6
Any complaint regarding a teacher made to any member of the administration by any
parent, student, or other person which is used in any manner in evaluating a teacher will be
promptly investigated and called to the attention of the teacher. The teacher will be given an
opportunity to respond to and/or rebut such complaint.
5.7

Performance-related Non-renewals and Denial of Step Increments:

Teachers whom the Board intends not to rehire for performance related reasons or to
place on the next step of the salary schedule for the next school year, shall be notified in writing
on or before March 1. Provided, in the case of a teacher who is subject to a remediation plan
resulting from the evaluation process, the date for written notice hereunder shall be June 1. Such
notice shall set forth the reasons for non-renewal or withholding of salary increment. If a notice
of non-renewal is given, the date of such notice shall be regarded for job posting purposes as the
date at which a vacancy occurs.
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ARTICLE VI
TEACHING DUTIES

6.1
Teachers will be required to attend planned activities on preparation day. Teachers shall
be permitted to use one half (1/2) of the first day of school for preparation time.
6.2
In order to assure that pupils are taught by teachers working within their areas of
competence, teachers shall not be assigned outside the scope of their teaching licenses and/or
their major or minor fields of study except as a result of a temporary teaching emergency.
6.3
The number of students per classroom within the Burlington School System shall be as
follows:
a) In kindergarten and grade one (1) the average number of students per classroom shall
not exceed twenty-three (23), and the maximum number of students in a classroom shall not
exceed twenty-seven (27). In grades two (2) and three (3), the average number of students per
classroom shall not exceed twenty-four (24), and the maximum number of students in a
classroom shall not exceed twenty-nine (29).
b) In grades four (4) through and including grade twelve (12) the average number of
students per classroom shall not exceed twenty-six (26), and the number of students in a
classroom shall not exceed thirty-two (32). Exceptions to the above may be made in each case
for physical education classes and special experimental classes limited to one (1) term.
The average class size in subsections (a) and (b) shall be calculated exclusive of teachers
and students at the Early Essential Education Center and special education classes. Further,
neither guidance counselors nor learning center coordinators shall be counted in the
determination of average class size.
(c) It is agreed that if violations of this section continue beyond a reasonable adjustment
period at the commencement of the school year (commencement of a semester at the secondary
level), which period shall be at least two (2) weeks in length, then a grievance may be initiated at
Step One and processed according to the provisions of the grievance procedure as set forth in
Article XX. However, if such grievance is not resolved by Step Two, and a demand for
arbitration is filed by the Association, the expedited arbitration procedures of this Agreement
shall be followed.
6.4
Prior to the assignment of a student with disabilities, for whom an IEP is required within
a grade or subject area, the appropriate administrator shall meet jointly with all of the teachers
involved to attempt to reach a consensus regarding the most appropriate assignment of the
student among the teachers, the best learning situation for a student, and the training and
assistance needed by the teacher or teachers to whom the student will be assigned. If a
12

consensus is not reached, a final determination shall be made by the Superintendent or his/her
designee. Teachers shall be released from normal duties for training required pursuant to this
Section.
6.5
The Board and the Association agree that, except in unusual circumstances, students will
not be placed in any classroom in larger numbers than the capacity of the teaching facilities and
stations available in that classroom, nor shall they be placed in a classroom unless it can be
safely supervised and made appropriate for learning to take place there.
6.6
Classroom teachers will, in addition to their lunch period, have daily preparation time
during which they will not be assigned to any other duties as follows:
l. Elementary School - not less than current practices surrounding the
provision of thirty (30) continuous minutes shall continue but the District will
ensure that no less than 30 minutes of continuous preparation time. An additional
fifteen (15) minutes per day will also be provided.
2. Middle School - not less than forty-five (45) continuous minutes.
3. High School - not less than forty-five (45) continuous minutes or two
(2) continuous mods whichever is less.
6.7
Teacher participation in extracurricular activities will be strictly voluntary and teachers
will be compensated for all such participation in accordance with the provisions of Appendix B
of the Agreement. Once a teacher accepts an extracurricular assignment for compensation,
however, it shall be his/her duty to complete the assignment unless relieved therefrom by the
Board upon showing a just cause.
6.8
(a) Teachers in grades 9 through 12 inclusive in the areas of math, English, social
studies, business education, special education, art, foreign languages, and non-laboratory science
shall not be involuntarily assigned more than five (5) teaching blocks per two-day period. (A
teaching block is 88 minutes, the equivalent of two (2) 44 minute classes.) Teachers in science,
where laboratories are an integral part of the class, shall be assigned no more than an average of
six (6) teaching periods per two-day period to a maximum of twenty-eight (28) 44 minute classes
per week. Teachers in the area of technical and industrial education, driver education, home
economics, music, and physical education shall be assigned no more than six (6) teaching blocks
per two-day period. Secondary teachers assigned five (5) teaching blocks per two-day period or
less may be assigned to one (l) supervisory assignment consisting of no more than one (1)
block. Any teaching area not expressly covered by this Article, shall be assigned no more than
five (5) teaching blocks per two-day. The additional fifteen (15) minutes shall be used for
instructional time with students at the middle and high school levels, and for teacher preparation
time at the elementary level. Middle school teachers may not involuntarily be assigned more
than two hundred and eighty-two (282) minutes of student contact time per day.
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(b).......Lead teachers will be appointed at the Burlington High School by the Principal
for the 2007-2008 and 2009-2010 school years. The recommendations of the particular
departments shall be considered by the Principal. In the English, History, Math and Science
departments, Lead Teachers will not teach more than four (4) classes and will have no sixth (6th)
assignment. In the Special Education department, the Lead Teacher will either have a reduced
caseload or will be paid a stipend determined by the Administration. In all other departments,
Lead Teachers will not teach more than five (5) classes, shall have no sixth (6th) assignment and
shall be paid a stipend determined by the Administration and will be determined for the school
year in the spring of the preceding year.
(c) Teachers, other than Middle School Physical Education teachers, in grades 7-12
inclusive unless otherwise provided may be assigned up to one hundred fifty (150) students.
Middle School Physical Education teachers may be assigned up to three hundred (300) students
once a week, instead of one hundred fifty (150) students once a week. Language Arts teachers
may be assigned at an average, taking into account all such teachers, of one hundred (100)
students, with no language arts class exceeding twenty-five (25) students (students/FTE
Language Arts teachers = average of 100). The Board will make reasonable efforts to distribute
language arts assignments in an equitable fashion. Such reasonable efforts will not be subject to
the grievance procedures hereof except in the case of retaliation or reprisal. Teachers in areas
where laboratories are an integral part of the curriculum may be assigned up to but not more than
twenty-four (24) students per period. Teachers in areas where shops are an integral part of the
curriculum may be assigned up to twenty (20) students per period. Guidance counselors may be
assigned up to but not more than a district-wide average of three hundred (300) students per
guidance counselor. No class in grades l through 12 will exceed a ratio greater than one (l)
student for each thirty (30) square feet of available classroom size except that the number of
students in a kindergarten class will not exceed a ratio greater than one (1) student for each fifty
(50) square feet of available classroom space. It is understood and agreed that the square footage
computation shall be determined by use of the mode of calculation used by the Vermont
Department of Education during the 1981-82 school year.
It is agreed that the quantitative standards set forth in this subsection (b) shall not be a
negotiable item during future collective bargaining unless the specific State Department of
Education quantitative standard has been made more restrictive than as set forth herein.
6.9
The Board will use its best efforts to notify all teachers of their next year's assignment by
the end of the school year. The Board will use its best efforts to limit teachers in grades 7
through 12 to three course preparations. Different courses, for example; such as Algebra I,
Algebra II, Algebra III, etc., will be considered as different preparations, but Algebra I with
differing ability levels will be considered one preparation.
6.10 The Board will specify the location of a District teacher’s assignment for the next school
year by June 1 or the date the school budget for the next fiscal year is established, whichever is
later.
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ARTICLE VII
DUTIES
7.1
Duties including, but not limited to, the supervision of cafeterias and lunchrooms,
supervision of playgrounds, hallways, busses, lavatories, and the collection of money or other
items from students which were performed by teachers at the elementary level during the
preceding Agreement may be assigned to elementary teachers. Such duties performed by
teachers at the secondary level during the preceding Agreement may be assigned to secondary
teachers. Secondary school teachers may be assigned to intermittently monitor lavatories and/or
areas outside the school buildings. Duties other than those which may be permissibly assigned
as specified above, may only be assigned if such duties are within the character of permissible
assignments or are performed by volunteers.
Duties may be assigned to teachers who have no sixth teaching assignment. At the
secondary level, the assignment of duties shall entail performance of all of a day's assignment
within a fifty (50) minute time frame.
Volunteers will be solicited and considered before assigning specific duties. The
administration will make reasonable efforts to distribute assignments in an equitable fashion.
7.2
Classroom teachers shall not be required to perform routine clerical functions with
respect to Pupil Progress Records (PPR's), Individual Educational Plans (IEP's), and Basic
Competence records.
7.3
Continued reasonable efforts shall be made to consolidate PPR's and basic competencies
records; where necessary, to more concisely define course objectives in order to simplify
students’ achievement record keeping, and to clearly define and communicate to all teachers the
uses and functions of PPR's. The object of this effort shall be to maximize the usefulness of
PPR's with respect to the School District's educational objectives and State Mandates, including
portfolios and to minimize the impact of recordkeeping on the workload of teachers.
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ARTICLE VIII
WORKING CONDITIONS
8.1
All teachers shall be guaranteed a duty-free lunch period of not less than one module
(22-25 minutes) and the Board shall use its best efforts to schedule so that two modules for lunch
will be available for each teacher. Lunch will be scheduled between the hours of 11:00 A.M. and
1:30 P.M.
8.2
The School District Administration shall make reasonable efforts to schedule conferences
which result from the implementation of Federal Special Education and 504 Regulations during
the school day and to provide a substitute for each teacher involved. Whenever possible,
teachers shall be notified at least five (5) school days prior to such conferences.
8.3
Teachers shall not be required or requested to work under unsafe or hazardous conditions
or to perform tasks which unreasonably endanger their health or safety. The test of reason shall
be applied in determining whether this section has been violated.
8.4
When schools are closed due to severe weather conditions, teachers will not be required
or requested to report for work on that day. The number of calendar days will be complied with
and made up at the end of the school year or as mutually agreed upon by the Board and the
Association.
8.5
Physical restraint may be used by a teacher to protect himself or another teacher and/or
student from possible injury, or in extraordinary cases of breach of discipline, to restrain a
disruptive pupil, provided the restraint used is reasonable under the circumstances. Teachers
shall immediately report cases of assault suffered by them in connection with their employment
to their principal or other immediate supervisor. Such notification shall be immediately
forwarded to the Superintendent or his/her designee, who shall comply with any reasonable
request from the teacher for information in the possession of the Superintendent relating to the
incident or the person involved and shall act in appropriate ways in liaison between the teacher,
the police and the courts.
8.6
Except as otherwise provided in section 18.1, no teacher will be required to attend any
meeting or accept any assignment other than during the regular teacher calendar work year.
8.7
All teachers may be assigned appropriate starting and dismissal times, provided that their
total work day will be no longer than seven hours, forty-five minutes of consecutive time,
including the duty-free lunch period guaranteed to them under section 8.1. Teachers are
accorded the right to leave after their last class of the day but in no event earlier than 2:00
P.M. on Fridays and the day preceding vacation periods irrespective of the seven hour, forty-five
minute restriction.
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8.8
In regard to delayed opening and/or early dismissal days, the workday of teachers will
begin fifteen (15) minutes before the scheduled student starting time on said day, and will end
fifteen (15) minutes after the scheduled student dismissal time on said day.
8.9
Teachers may be required to remain after the end of the regular workday without
additional compensation not more than one (1) day each week to attend faculty or other
professional meetings of not more than one (1) hour's duration. All such meetings will begin no
later than fifteen (15) minutes after students’ dismissal time. Parent-teacher conferences will not
be included within the limits of this article and will be scheduled after consultation with the
faculty in each school.
8.10 Attendance at all other assignments or meetings other than during the regular workday
will be at the option of the individual teacher.
8.11 Whenever any teacher is required to appear before the Board, or any committee or member
thereof, or before the Superintendent(s), for a second or additional times concerning any matter
which could adversely affect the teacher in her/his office, position, or employment, the teacher
shall be entitled to have a representative of the Association (B.E.A. President or Grievance
Chairperson) present to advise her/him and represent her/him during such meeting or interview.
Teachers shall be advised of the nature of such meeting at least twenty-four (24) hours in
advance, except for emergencies. When an emergency meeting is called, the teacher shall
present herself/himself therefore as soon as possible, but shall be entitled to meet with her/his
association representative for a maximum of thirty (30) minutes prior to such meeting. For
purposes of this Section, an emergency meeting shall be regarded as a meeting which must be
held upon less than twenty-four (24) hours notice.
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SECTION III
WAGES AND BENEFITS
ARTICLE IX
ONTOP
9.1 Notwithstanding the other provisions of this Agreement, in recognition of ONTOP being an
alternative secondary school with unique program needs, the following conditions of
employment shall apply to teachers in such program:
(a) ONTOP teachers may be assigned no more than two hundred fifty (250) minutes of
instruction per school day.
(b) ONTOP teachers may be required to attend two (2) staff meetings per week. All
such meetings will begin no later than fifteen (15) minutes after student dismissal time and may
last up to two (2) hours in length.
(c) The Director of ONTOP may require the attendance of ONTOP teachers at parent
conferences. The administration shall make reasonable efforts to schedule such conferences to
commence no later than 4:00 p.m. On Fridays, such conferences shall commence no later than
l:00 p.m. or fifteen (15) minutes after student dismissal, whichever is later.
(d) ONTOP teachers may be required to assist in the observation, recording and
tabulating of student behavior on an ongoing basis when the students are at the school facility,
excluding a duty free lunch period of not less than twenty-two (22) minutes per school day as
well as a normal preparation period.
(e) ONTOP teachers may be required to participate in occasional weekend or overnight
activities with the students. Such teachers will not have primary responsibility for planning
and/or supervising such activities unless such responsibilities are defined as part of the job when
teachers are hired into or are transferred to the position. The activities will be limited to no more
than three (3) weekends (six (6) nights) or the equivalent per school year. Teachers participating
in these activities will be granted compensatory time as scheduled by the Director of ONTOP at
a rate equivalent to two (2) half (1/2) days per weekend worked.
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ARTICLE X
VACANCIES
10.1 The status of contract negotiations between the Board and Association, if any,
notwithstanding, the Board will issue individual contracts for the next school year to continuing
teachers, other than those in receipt of a reduction in force notice pursuant to subsection 11.1(c)
or a notice of non-renewal pursuant to sections 5.7 or 10.1, no later than April 25. A teacher
must return his/her signed contract to the Superintendent on or before May 3. Date of postmark
shall constitute date of return of contract. The position of a teacher who does not return his/her
contract by May 3 may, at the discretion of the board, be considered vacant. Any individual
contract issued during, and prior to the conclusion of negotiations for a successor agreement to
this contract, shall be made consistent with the terms and conditions of the successor agreement
as finally negotiated between the parties.
10.2 An absence which the Superintendent has decided to fill, shall be filled by a substitute
teacher.
For the first thirty (30) school days that a substitute fills a position, the substitute shall
receive substitute pay only, which shall be at a rate established by the Superintendent. After
thirty (30) school days of filling a position, a substitute shall be paid for subsequent school days
worked filling such position at a rate established by the Superintendent which shall not be less
than the per diem derived by dividing the number of school days of the school year into the BA
step l salary. In no case shall a substitute have expectation of nor entitlement to continued
employment.
10.3 (a) A temporary leave position of less than a full school year's duration shall be treated
the same as any absence. However, when there is mutual agreement between the Superintendent
and the Association to do so, a temporary leave position of less than a full school year's duration
may be posted for filling by means of a temporary transfer by a continuing teacher. If such
transfer is effected, the position from which a continuing teacher is temporarily transferred shall
be considered a temporary leave position.
(b) A temporary leave position of a full school year's duration shall first be filled by the
employment of a licensed and qualified teacher on the recall list using an ARC, except as
qualified by section 12.1(c). If there is no teacher on the recall list licensed and qualified for
assignment to the temporary leave position, then the Superintendent may post the position for
temporary transfer by a continuing teacher and/or post for filling of the temporary leave position
by the employment of an individual from outside the teacher bargaining unit using a LTC.
(c) If a temporary leave position is filled by a temporary transfer, then the position from
which a continuing teacher is temporarily transferred shall be considered a temporary leave
position.
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(d) The teacher on the leave of absence which creates the temporary leave position is
guaranteed the right to return to the original position held before the leave commenced, unless
the teacher or position is affected by a reduction in force or the position is eliminated while the
teacher is on the leave.
(e) A teacher who is temporarily transferred to fill a temporary leave position, please see
subsections 13.1(i) and (j).
(f) If the temporary leave causing a temporary leave position extends beyond the school
year, the filling of the position for the next school year shall be according to the appropriate
subsection of this section 10.3.
10.4 (a) A permanent vacancy shall be deemed to exist when a new position is created by the
Board, as of the regular monthly board meeting subsequent to receipt by the Superintendent of
notice of the death or resignation/retirement request of a teacher or as of the regular monthly
board meeting at which a permanent vacancy is created by Board action effecting a permanent
transfer. If a permanent transfer is effected at other than a regular monthly board meeting, the
permanent vacancy created by the permanent transfer shall be deemed to exist as of the next
subsequent regular monthly board meeting. No Board action shall be necessary to make a
permanent vacancy exist in the event of a teacher's death, resignation or retirement.
(b) The Board shall have the period from when a permanent vacancy comes into
existence through the next regularly scheduled board meeting to decide whether to eliminate or
fill the position. A permanent vacancy that the Board has not decided to eliminate during the
specified period shall be filled pursuant to the provisions of this section. The Board may
eliminate a permanent vacancy at any time through the regular monthly board meeting
subsequent to that regular monthly meeting at which the permanent vacancy first came into
existence.
(c) A permanent vacancy of less than a full year's duration will first be filled by
employing a licensed and qualified teacher on the recall list under a regular contract. If there is
no teacher on the recall list licensed and qualified for such position, then the Board may:
(l) post for and employ an individual from outside the teacher bargaining unit under a
LTC; and/or
(2) post for and employ an individual from outside the teacher bargaining unit under a
regular contract; and/or
(3) upon mutual agreement with the Association, post the position for and temporarily
transfer a continuing teacher; or
(4) post for and make a permanent transfer of a continuing teacher to the position.
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The Board could simultaneously post under any or all of the above except no
simultaneous posting under subsections (3) and (4) shall be permissible.
(d) The Board shall fill a permanent vacancy of a full school year's duration by the
employment of a licensed and qualified teacher on the recall list under a regular contract. In the
absence of a teacher on the recall list licensed and qualified for the position, such position shall
be posted pursuant to section 12.1. Notwithstanding the above, certain permanent vacancies of a
full school year's duration shall be included on the big posting (see section 12.1(c)). The
Superintendent and the Association may also agree to attempt to fill a permanent vacancy of a
full school year's duration by proceeding under the provisions of subsection 10.4(c)(4).
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ARTICLE XI
RIFs
11.1 (a) Should the Board determine that it is contemplating a reduction in the level of
professional staffing (RIF) for the next school year, it will so inform the Association on March
15 and will provide the BEA the anticipated RIF information: positions to be reduced, the areas,
the names if available and the rationale. At the second Board meeting in March, the BEA will
present its challenges, if any, to the anticipated reductions. The Board will notify the BEA and
the individual teachers affected of its decision on March 28 or within 2 days after the second
Board meeting if it occurs on or after March 28. The Board agrees that reduction of the
professional staff of the Burlington School District covered by this Agreement will not be made
arbitrarily, capriciously, or without basis in fact, or without just cause. Notwithstanding the
above, such notice to a Vocational Center teacher will be given no later than April 28.
(b) No teacher will be laid off under the provisions of this article if the reduction in staff
will be accomplished by staff turnover. If a permanent vacancy exists for which a teacher
affected by reduction in staff is licensed and qualified, the teacher will be transferred to that
position rather than being laid off. The Board shall meet its obligations under the foregoing
sentence prior to employing a licensed and qualified teacher from the recall list.
(c) Teachers shall be laid off in reverse order of seniority within the following groups.
The least senior teacher in the teaching area affected by reduction in force shall be laid off first.
Group I.
Elementary Teachers (K-5) by building affected by the reduction in force.
Group II.
Specials including: Elementary Art; Elementary Guidance; Elementary
and Middle School Physical Education; EEE, Librarians, Special Education, Music, and Nurses,
by District.
Group III.
Middle School by designated subject area per building affected the
reduction in force, based upon a teacher’s primary assignment area. A teacher assigned to
multiple subjects will be regarded as primarily assigned to the subject area in which the teacher
has the most assignments (e.g. a teacher assigned to 3 units of math and 2 units of social studies
will be designated a math teacher). A teacher who has equal assignments in two or more subject
areas shall designate which of such areas the teacher desires to be regarded as primary. This
designation will continue from year to year without change so long as equal assignment
responsibility status remains. Designations will be made within the first two weeks of a school
year and will be listed on the District’s seniority list next issued.
Group IV. High School Teachers by subject area.
Group V. Technical Center Teachers by subject area.
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ARTICLE XII
FILLING POSITIONS
12.1 (a) Except as otherwise specified in this section, no bargaining unit position to which a
continuing teacher may transfer shall be filled sooner than the completion of a ten (l0) school day
posting period in all schools. Such days shall be calendar days during the period from June l6 to
September l. All such notices shall be posted in a public area within the central administration
building and delivered to the schools for posting. The Association shall be furnished a copy of
each notice at the time of posting. Each notice shall list the positions to be filled, the minimum
qualifications necessary for such positions and shall state that application may be made in
writing to the superintendent within the time limit specified in the notice. Each notice shall also
state the minimum responsibilities of each position.
(b) A permanent vacancy for which a continuing teacher may apply for transfer which
the Board at its regular August or September board meeting has decided to fill, may be filled
upon the completion of a posting in compliance with subsection (a) above, with the exception
that such posting need be for no more than five (5) calendar days.
(c) The following positions shall be included on a big posting which must be posted no
later than May 17 and remain posted through May 22:
(l) Permanent vacancies of a full school year's duration which the Board at its
regular May meeting has decided to fill;
(2) Permanent vacancies of a full school year's duration which the Board at or
before its regular April meeting has decided to fill and which cannot be filled by the
employment of licensed and qualified teachers on the recall list;
(3) Temporary leave positions created by leaves of a full school year's duration
for the next school year which exist at the end of the May Board meeting and which the
Superintendent has elected to consider filling by the temporary transfer of continuing
teachers.
(d) During the period from June l5 through August, each notice of job posting will be
posted at the administration building and sent to the Association. A teacher requesting notice of
summer postings shall so notify the Administration and leave pre-addressed and pre-stamped
envelopes for this purpose which the Administration will use its best efforts to mail. The fact
that a notice was either not mailed or not received by the teacher may not be grounds for a
grievance or complaint concerning the filling of a position.
(e) Once a position has been posted, there shall be no alteration of the listed minimum
qualifications and responsibilities without a re-posting in accordance with the provisions of this
section. If there is a re-posting of the same position, a bargaining unit member need not reapply.
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12.2 In filling a bargaining unit position which has been posted, the Board shall give due
weight to the professional background and attainments of all applicants, service to the Burlington
School District, and other factors related to ability to perform in the position.
12.3 Final decision with respect to filling any bargaining unit position shall be made by the
Board. Upon request made by the Association, it shall be given a list indicating which positions
have been filed and by whom.
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ARTICLE XIII
TRANSFERS
13.1 (a) Transfers of teachers shall be considered either voluntary or involuntary. A
voluntary transfer shall be one requested or agreed to by a teacher in writing. All other transfers
shall be considered involuntary.
(b) Requests for voluntary transfer shall be delivered in writing to the Superintendent's
office. Requests for voluntary transfer to big posting positions must be in the Superintendent's
office on or before May 24. No voluntary transfer requests shall be considered unless the
applications meet the posting time limits.
(c) Requests for voluntary transfer shall be given good faith consideration by the Board.
A request for a voluntary transfer will not be denied arbitrarily, capriciously, or without rational
basis in fact.
(d) The Administration need not make a final decision on a transfer request prior to its
consideration of other transfer requests, the recall of teachers who have been laid off and/or the
applications of potential employees from outside the teacher bargaining unit.
(e) A denied request for voluntary transfer will be reported in writing to the teacher
requesting the transfer. The written notice shall include the reasons for the denial if specifically
requested by the teacher. Denial of request for transfer to a big posting position shall be reported
to the teacher no later than June 17.
(f) A teacher request for voluntary transfer will not be granted if the granting of the
request would result in a more senior teacher, who is licensed and qualified for the position,
remaining on the recall list.
(g) A part-time teacher is entitled to the same transfer rights as full-time teachers.
(h) Movement within the elementary sets (K, l, 2, 3), (3, 4), (4, 5, 6), within a teacher's
school building or resulting from school consolidation and/or redistricting will not be considered
a transfer provided the movement is limited to a one set change from the teacher's permanent set
of origin. The permanent set of origin will be that set in which a teacher was assigned for the
1984-1985 school year. It is agreed that a teacher with a third grade assignment for 1984-85 will
be presumed to have a permanent set of origin in the K-3 set. Likewise, a teacher with a fourth
grade 1984-1985 assignment shall be considered to have a permanent set of origin in the 4-6 set.
Teachers assigned a split 3-4 assignment for the 1984-1985 school year shall have their
permanent set of origin established as their most recent non-split 3-4 assignment. New teachers
within the system will have their initial grade assignment as their permanent set of origin except
that new teachers initially assigned to a split assignment may be moved to either of the major
sets which movement will then determine such teachers' permanent set of origin.
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(i) The teacher on the leave of absence is guaranteed the right to return to the original
position held before the leave commenced, unless the teacher is reduced in force or the position
is eliminated by the Board while the teacher is on the leave. If the Administration has filled that
position through the procedure of internal temporary transfer, the bargaining unit member
temporarily transferred will be voluntarily transferred to the same position which that member
held before the transfer occurred. If the teacher on a leave of absence does not return to the
system, all teachers who have been internally temporarily transferred in connection with the
filling of the temporary leave position shall transfer to the positions from which they were
transferred. If one or more bargaining unit members need to be transferred to their original
positions, the transfer procedure shall operate to its conclusion unless otherwise mutually agreed
upon by the Board and the Association. Failure to so agree will be non-grievable.
(j) A teacher temporarily transferred to fill a position, if subsequently applying for
permanent transfer to the position held during the temporary transfer, shall not be deemed to be
in the position filled by the temporary transfer at the time of such application. However, such
teacher's work experience in the position filled by the temporary transfer shall be considered a
valid part of the teacher's qualifications for the requested permanent transfer.
13.2 (a) The Board may make involuntary transfers at any time. There are different standards
which apply, however, depending on the time of making an involuntary transfer. In making an
involuntary transfer, the Board shall not act arbitrarily, capriciously or without rational basis and
fact. However, once a teacher has accepted a contract offered by the Board for a school year,
such teacher may only be involuntarily transferred during such school year in a case of unusual
circumstances affecting the overall best interest of the school system. The preceding sentence
shall not apply to involuntary transfers offered in lieu of termination resulting from elimination
of positions or reduction of staff.
(b) When an involuntary transfer is necessary the following factors in numerical order
shall determine which teacher is to be transferred:
(l)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Areas of licensure,
Areas of competence,
Length of service in the Burlington School System,
Experience by grade and subject,
Other relevant factors.

In comparing two or more teachers for involuntary transfer, the Administration shall not consider
beyond a factor in order of priority which clearly favors one teacher.
(c) Prior to effecting an involuntary transfer, the Board shall consider the applications of
any teachers requesting a voluntary transfer into the position in question.
(d) A teacher designated for involuntary transfer may request, and upon request shall be
granted a meeting with the Superintendent or her/his designee to discuss the reasons for the
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involuntary transfer. Such teacher may, at the teacher’s option, have a representative of the
Association present at such meeting.
(e) If the Administration wishes to cause two teachers to exchange positions, the
exchange shall not be deemed to have created a vacancy. A teacher so exchanged who objects to
such administrative action may grieve pursuant to the standards of subsection 13.2.
(f) A grievance challenging an involuntary transfer made subsequent to RIFs and prior to
the issuance of contracts shall be processed according to the expedited procedure of section 20.3.
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ARTICLE XIV
BUMPING
14.1 (a) The Administration shall prepare a district-wide seniority list as soon as practicable,
but no later than January l of each year and shall post the list in all schools, and a copy of the list
shall be sent to the Association and to persons on leaves of absence. See, Section 11.1(c) of
Article XI, RIFs, for special rules regarding designation of middle school teachers’ seniority.
Any teacher aggrieved by his/her placement on the seniority list must appeal in writing to the
Association within ten (l0) school days from the date the list is posted. The Association shall
endeavor to resolve the grievance within five (5) school days from the appeal, but upon failure to
do so may request arbitration within three (3) school days by letter to the Superintendent. Upon
receipt of such request a panel composed of a representative of the Administration and a
representative of the Association along with a third party chosen by them shall convene a
hearing, consider all appeals and communicate its decision to the Board and Association on or
before February l0.
(b) For purpose of this Agreement, seniority will be computed from the date the clerk of
the Board or his/her designee signed the contract which began that teacher's most recent period
of continuous employment. If the clerk or his/her designee has signed the contracts of two or
more affected teachers on the same date, seniority will be determined by the date the teacher
signed the contract. Part-time teachers will accrue seniority on a pro rata basis for continuous
time served. When seniority is equal, ability to perform the work in question as judged by the
Superintendent will be the determining factor. Seniority will continue to accrue during all paid
leaves of absence and during unpaid leaves of absence of ninety-one (91) school days or less.
Seniority will not be broken by unpaid leaves of absence of greater than ninety-one (91) school
days or employment by the Board in a position outside the bargaining unit, but such time will not
be counted in computing seniority. Former bargaining unit members who have remained in the
employ of the Board in another capacity may not exercise their seniority to bump back into the
teacher bargaining unit but may return if there is a permanent vacancy which has not been filled
by the recall provisions of this Agreement.
(c) A teacher hired under a regular contract immediately subsequent to employment
under a LTC shall be awarded seniority for the time spent teaching under the LTC.
14.2 A teacher who is given written notice by the Superintendent that the teacher is to be laid
off will have the right to displace a less senior teacher in a position for which the teacher is
licensed and qualified. A teacher wishing to exercise a displacement right must specify in a
written notice to the Administration the area(s) of licensure in which the teacher wishes to
exercise his/her bumping rights. If a teacher has more seniority than teachers in more than one
area of the bumping teacher's licensures, which the teacher has chosen to exercise, the
Administration may determine in which area of licensure the teacher will be allowed to displace.
The least senior teacher may not necessarily be affected if the Administration chooses not to
allow the displacement to occur in the area of licensure in which the least senior teacher is
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employed. This will in no way affect the initial procedures specified in Article XI. Written
notice of intent to exercise this right, with proof of licensure must be given to the Superintendent,
with a copy to the Association, within five (5) school days from notice of layoff. Upon being so
notified, the Superintendent shall within ten (l0) school days notify in writing the teacher
requesting the displacement of his/her decision and give written notice of displacement to a
teacher affected by the Superintendent's decision. Any teacher given notice of layoff by
displacement shall have the same rights as a teacher who originally received a notice of layoff.
The displacement process shall continue until all affected teachers' displacement rights have been
met. The Superintendent will not allow a teacher to displace another teacher in an area in which
the teacher did not request displacement. A teacher on the recall list who does not avail himself
of his/her rights pursuant to this paragraph, shall not be entitled to collect unemployment
compensation benefits if the exercise of displacement rights would have resulted in the teacher
being offered a contract by the Board.
A teacher on the recall list for a full year shall, for the purpose of exercise of
displacement rights only, be deemed to have received another notice of layoff on March 28 at the
end of such full year. Such teacher who does not submit a new notice of intent to exercise
displacement rights shall continue to enjoy the displacement rights per the notice submitted the
preceding year, if any.
A teacher electing not to exercise displacement rights in any or all of his/her areas of
licensure shall not be precluded from exercising his/her recall rights pursuant to this section in
any or all of his/her areas of licensure.
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ARTICLE XV
RIF RECALL
15.1 (a) Recall shall be in the reverse order of layoff but with the requirement that the laid off
teacher be licensed and qualified to teach the subject for which a vacancy exists. Except for
those positions governed by section 12.1(c), posting requirements shall not apply for vacancies
which are filled by recalling laid off teachers. Notice of recall will be given by telegram or
certified mail to the last address given to the Board by the teacher. A copy of the notice of recall
will be given to the Association. If a teacher fails to respond within ten (l0) school days after
mailing of the above notice of recall, or is unable, except because of illness, to accept the
position the teacher will be deemed to have refused the position offered and his/her name will be
placed at the bottom of the recall list. A teacher may refuse a position which is offered on the
grounds that the teacher is not qualified. If the Superintendent agrees that the teacher is not
qualified, the teacher will retain his/her position on the recall list. If the Superintendent
disagrees, he/she will notify the teacher that the teacher has been placed at the bottom of the
recall list, and, if such decision is not challenged within five (5) school days, it will be final.
(b) A teacher on the recall list as a result of layoff from a full-time position may refuse
an offered part-time assignment without losing his/her position on the recall list. If such teacher
accepts the part-time assignment, the teacher is bound to meet the obligations of the assignment
for the duration of the contract. Such teacher shall automatically return to the recall list as of the
date for the issuance of reduction in force notices during the following March, for purposes of
exercise of displacement rights and recall rights to a full-time position. A teacher on the recall
list as a result of layoff from a part-time position who refuses an offered position equal to or
greater than the position held prior to layoff shall be placed at the bottom of the recall list.
(c) It shall be the teacher's responsibility to provide proof of current licensure status to
the Superintendent. As soon as a teacher on the recall list provides proof of an additional
endorsement to the Superintendent, recall rights in the area of endorsement shall be effective. A
Superintendent's decision under this section 11.1 shall not be invalidated if based upon the
evidence of licensure presented by a teacher as of the time of making such decision.
(d) If a permanent vacancy exists for which no teacher on the recall list is licensed and
qualified and it would be necessary for the Board to hire a new teacher to fill the position, a
teacher on the recall list shall be assigned the position if, prior to July l, the teacher in
consultation with the Superintendent and the State Department of Education has finalized the
plan of a program for the teacher to become licensed and qualified for the position as specified
by the posting. This plan must result in the teacher's receipt of appropriate licensure and
qualification prior to the commencement of teaching in the position in question. The plan must
include two monitoring steps which will allow the Administration to determine whether the
necessary licensure and/or qualification will be obtained by the required time. If such teacher
fails to meet the performance indicators of the plan at either monitoring step, the teacher shall
lose all rights to the position.
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(e) Teachers on the recall list who so request, will be given reasonable time off for the
purpose of visiting local area schools at which vacant positions exist.
(f) In the event that the laid off teacher is unable to obtain another teaching position, the
School District shall enable the teacher to buy the current medical insurance coverage for one (l)
year at the group rate which the school district pays, if this arrangement does not conflict with
the insurance carrier's regulation.
(g) A laid off teacher will enjoy recall rights for two (2) years except if the teacher has
been employed as a teacher in a public institution, but will continue to accrue "seniority" for a
maximum of one (l) year and should be credited with one (l) additional year of service for
purposes of step salary increases if the teacher has been employed as a teacher and is reemployed
by the Burlington School System within two (2) years.
A laid off teacher who works under an ARC or regular contract during the school year
subsequent to receipt of his/her reduction in force notice, shall accrue seniority as per the
contract under which the teacher is employed or per the position from which the teacher was
reduced in force, whichever is greater.
During a teacher's second year on the recall list, a teacher shall accrue seniority for time
worked under an ARC or a regular contract during such second year. Such teacher working
under an ARC during the teacher's second year on the recall list shall remain on the recall list for
a third year.
(h) A teacher on an ARC may break such agreement to accept a regular contract but not
to accept a longer duration ARC.
(i) Teachers on layoff status shall be accorded preferred consideration for any normal
employment as substitutes within the school district. Teachers on layoff status who desire
employment as substitutes shall request such employment in writing.
(j) A grievance alleging a violation of a teacher's rights pursuant to section 11.1, except
subsection (a), shall be processed pursuant to the expedited procedure of section 20.3 of this
Agreement. In cases involving a teacher's qualifications, the burden of proof rests with the party
asserting that the teacher is not qualified.
15.2 The provisions of subsection 12.1(e) and section 12.2 shall not be subject to the grievance
and arbitration procedures of this Agreement. Subsections 13.1(a), (b), (c), (e) and (h) shall be
subject to the grievance procedure, but in order to prevail in a grievance, the Association shall
bear the burden of proof to establish beyond all reasonable doubt that the sections have been
violated by the Board. A failure by the Superintendent and Association to reach the mutual
agreement described in subsections 10.3(a), 10.4(c)(3), and/or 10.4(d) shall not be subject to the
grievance and arbitration procedures hereof.
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ARTICLE XVI
DEFINITIONS
16.1 (a) Abbreviated regular contract (ARC) - the contract issued to a teacher on the recall list
which is subject to all provisions of this Agreement except the entitlement to continued
employment beyond the term of the abbreviated regular contract.
(b) Absence - a position from which a teacher is absent for an indefinite period of time.
A list of absences is set forth on Appendix D.
(c) Calendar day - any of the days of the week, Sunday through Saturday.
(d) Continuing teacher - a teacher employed pursuant to a regular contract.
(e) Involuntary transfer - any transfer of a teacher which is not voluntary.
(f) Limited teacher contract (LTC) - the contract issued to an individual hired from
outside the teacher bargaining unit which is subject to all the provisions of this Agreement
except the entitlement to continued employment beyond the term of the limited service contract
as well as any other property rights of this Agreement.
(g) Module – See section 8.1, defined as 22 – 25 minutes.
(h) Part-time teacher - a teacher working under a contract requiring less than full-time
work. The benefit levels for part-time teachers are set forth on Appendix C.
(i) Period – See section 6.8, defined as the equivalent of two (2) teaching modules.
(j) Permanent transfer - the transfer of a teacher to a position which the teacher may
expect to hold during continued employment within the teacher bargaining unit unless reduced in
force or transferred.
(k) Permanent vacancy - an unfilled position within the teacher bargaining unit to which
there is no teacher entitled to nor expected to return. A permanent vacancy may be created by a
death, resignation, retirement or permanent transfer of a teacher or the creation of a new position
by the Board.
(l) Regular contract - the contract issued to an individual which is subject to all
provisions of this Agreement.
(m) School day - one of the teacher employment days as established by a full year
regular contract. School day shall mean weekday during the period from June l6 to September l.
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(n) Seniority - the total length of service within the bargaining unit which began with the
teacher's most recent period of continuous employment.
(o) Substitute teacher - an individual temporarily hired to fill a bargaining unit position
who is not a member of the bargaining unit and is not employed under a contract.
(p) Teacher bargaining unit - All professional employees of the Board subject to
representation under Chapter 57 of l6 V.S.A., as amended, but excluding administrators and all
other employees.
(q) Temporary leave position - a position within the teacher bargaining unit, unfilled for
a known duration, to which a teacher on leave is entitled and expected to return. A list of
temporary leaves is set forth on Appendix D.
(r) Temporary transfer - the transfer of a teacher for a set period of time at the end of
which the teacher shall be voluntarily transferred to the same position held prior to the temporary
transfer.
(s) Voluntary transfer - the transfer of a teacher which has either been requested or
agreed to by the teacher in writing.
(t) Weekday - Any of the days of the week, excluding weekends, i.e. Monday through
Friday.
(u) Workday – See section 8.7, no longer than seven (7) hours, forty-five (45) minutes
of consecutive time.
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ARTICLE XVII
WORK YEAR
17.1 The calendar work year for teachers shall not exceed one hundred eighty-six (186) school
days. The first duty day of each school year shall not be earlier than five (5) weekdays, excluding
Labor Day, prior to the first day when pupils are in attendance. The calendar work year will
include days when pupils are in attendance, conference days, and any other days on which
teacher attendance is required.
17.2 The school calendar will be as set forth in Appendix F which is attached hereto and made
a part hereof. The Board agrees to attempt to establish by mutual agreement a school calendar
for each school year. Suggestions by the Association for the calendar shall be submitted to the
Board not later than November l. If the parties are not able to reach agreement, the calendar
shall be established in accordance with the process established in 16 VSA §1071, and such action
shall not be subject to the Grievance and Arbitration procedure of this Agreement.
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ARTICLE XVIII
SALARY
18.1 Any teacher who is required to work beyond the regular work year set forth in section
17.1 above, will be compensated at the regular rate of pay (computed on the basis of the days of
the work year, (see 17.1) for all additional time worked.
18.2 (a) The basic salaries of teachers covered by this Agreement shall be determined by the
Salary Indices and Salary Schedules set forth in Appendices A-l and A-2, which are attached to
and incorporated in this Agreement.
(b) A newly hired teacher without experience shall be placed on Step One (l).
(c) For the 2006-07 school year, salaries are increased by approximately 4.63% new
dollars based on the 2005-06 teachers’ salary cost of $19,304,540
(d) For the 2007-08 school year, salaries are increased by approximately 4.40% new
dollars.
(e)

For the 2008-09 school year, salaries are increased by approximately 4.20% new

dollars
(f) It is understood and agreed that despite the dual column headings on the appended
Salary Schedules, no teacher who possesses a Master's Degree as of the commencement of any
school year during the duration of this Agreement may deny, elect against, waive or choose not
to consider such Master's Degree in order to be compensated on the basis of credits earned
beyond the Bachelor's Degree.
Please refer to Appendix A-2, the salary scales.
18.3 At the beginning of each school year during the term of this Agreement or any extension
hereof, all teachers employed by the Board during the previous school year will be placed on the
next higher step in the appropriate schedule upon recommendation of the principal and
Superintendent and concurrence by the Board. Increments are not automatic but will not be
withheld arbitrarily or capriciously.
18.4 Throughout the duration of this Agreement, new teachers in the bargaining unit will be
placed at the step where teachers with equivalent experience who worked in the Burlington
School District the prior year are placed. For example, a newly hired teacher with three (3) years
of experience employed for 2003-04 school year will be placed at Step 3. Step placement will be
equal to the number of full years of teaching experience in any school district in the State of
Vermont or for teaching experience in a school district accredited by an appropriate accrediting
authority of another state, this may include, in appropriate cases, recognized and accredited
experience teaching on behalf of such federal agencies as the Peace Corp., the Department of
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Defense and the Department of State. Experience must be related to the position to receive
credit or remuneration. Upon recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools, the Board may
recognize and may give credit for special qualifications and experience in the fields other than
education. Teachers appointed to positions in these areas may be given credit for one (l) year
teaching experience for each year of qualified relevant experience. Vocational Education Lateral
Movement: There is hereby attached to and incorporated in this Agreement as Appendix L the T
& I Committee recommendation re: lateral movement of T & I teachers on the salary scale.
Teachers reaching Step 12 or greater of the MA+30 salary grid for the 2006-07, 2007-08 and
2008-09 school years shall have their index factors calculated for any and all additional step
movement on the basis of their qualified years of service. In this context, qualified years of
service shall mean those years credited upon initial hiring plus any other creditable years and all
subsequent years of service to the District.
18.5 Teachers who accumulate additional graduate level academic credits in their academic
field or directly related and relevant to their teaching or teaching assignment(s) sufficient to
change their place on the salary schedule prior to September l, and who provided a written report
of such credits to the Superintendent of Schools on or before September 30 of any year shall
receive an appropriate salary increase effective at the start of the school year as set forth in the
Appendices hereto. Teachers who desire to receive additional academic credits outside their
academic field or not directly related and relevant to their teaching or teaching assignment(s), or
for any undergraduate level course(s), must receive prior Board approval in writing. Teachers
who accumulate and report credits after September 30 but prior to March l during the school year
will be credited with the appropriate salary increase retroactive to February l or the end of the
first college semester, whichever occurs first. Teachers are requested to make reasonable efforts
to notify the Board of their intent to take courses for salary credit for the next fiscal year,
between December l and December l5, in order to help facilitate the budget making process. If
tuition reimbursement is desired, see Section 19.7.
18.6 Appendices A-1 and A-2, regarding Salary Indices and Salary Schedules, 2006 -2009
will remain in effect for the 2006-2007, 2007-2008, and 2008-2009, school years respectively.
Such Appendices are set forth in Appendix A hereof. Teachers will be compensated for vertical
and horizontal step movement as provided for in this Agreement.
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ARTICLE XIX
FINANCIAL PAYMENTS
19.1 No teacher will be required by the administration to take or attend any courses,
workshops, seminars, conferences, in-service training sessions, or other such programs unless the
Board has agreed in advance to pay the full cost of tuition and any other reasonable expenses
incurred in connection with such courses or programs.
19.2 Teachers who are required by the Board or its designee to drive personal automobiles in
the course of their work shall be reimbursed for the expenses of such travel during each school
year at the rate per mile paid by the State of Vermont on September l of each year.
19.3 Any teacher contracted (employed) after September l, shall receive the salary pro-rated at
the days of the work year, (see 17.1) as applicable of the respective salary for said teacher for the
number of designated days of employment between the first day of school and the following
June 30.
19.4 Any provisions of this Agreement prevented from being put into effect because of
applicable legislation, executive order, or regulations dealing with wage and price stabilization,
then such provisions or any part thereof, including any retroactive requirement thereof, shall
become effective at such time, in such amounts and for such periods, retroactively and
prospectively, as will be permitted by law at any time during the life of this Agreement and any
extension thereof.
19.5 Teachers who accumulate additional academic credits in their academic field or directly
related and relevant to their teaching or teaching assignments for relicensure, shall report these
credits to the Superintendent of Schools in writing but such credits shall not have to be approved
in advance unless tuition reimbursement is desired (See 19.7). All other courses taken for
relicensure including workshops and independent studies must have the Superintendent's prior
written approval.
19.6 Teachers who receive compensation pursuant to Appendix B shall have the option of
receiving their stipend in a lump sum at the conclusion of the extracurricular activity, provided,
the teacher notifies the Superintendent in writing at the time the teacher signs the agreement to
accept the extracurricular assignment. An authorization for a lump sum payment shall be
continuous from year to year until revoked by the teacher in writing. Teachers who do not
request the lump sum payment of their extracurricular stipend shall have their extracurricular
compensation added to their regular salary and paid in substantially equal installments
throughout the school year remaining
19.7 a.) Effective with the current Agreement, for the term of 2006 –2009, each teacher is
entitled to tuition reimbursement for graduate courses in the amount not to exceed one hundred
percent (100%) of the prevailing cost of three (3) in-state winter rates of the University of
Vermont each year, (September 1 – August 31). Un-reimbursed requests shall not be honored
from a subsequent year's fund. Teachers shall not be entitled to apply for tuition reimbursement
if the amount of such reimbursement would not exceed thirty dollars ($30.00). Teachers who
enroll in workshops shall be eligible for tuition or registration reimbursement not to exceed the
amount paid for a college or university course. Books, travel, service charges, athletic fees,
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library fees, registration fees and other charges shall not be eligible for the reimbursement. No
tuition reimbursement for any course for which a teacher has failed to attain a grade of B or
better.
b.) Reimbursement for a course must be requested from the fund established during the
year that the course ends. If tuition reimbursement is derived from other sources, the Burlington
School District's payment shall be reduced accordingly by the amount of reimbursement received
from the other sources. While teachers may apply for deferred payment of tuition, if available
from colleges or universities, they will not be reimbursed until they have submitted
documentation of completing the course and receipts or cancelled checks as proof of the actual
cost paid by the teacher.
c.) In order to be eligible for a benefit under this section, a teacher must notify the
Superintendent in writing prior to the commencement of the course, or workshop. A teacher on
an unpaid leave of absence is entitled to benefits under this section only for courses ending
subsequent to the July l of the summer prior to the teacher's return to teaching service.
19.8 a.) Teachers will be paid bi-weekly, with the first payment made on the Wednesday of
the first duty week. A teacher who leaves District employment shall reimburse the District for
any advance payment for time not yet worked. Provided, that the summer pay procedures in
effect during the 1983-1984 school year shall remain in effect throughout the duration of this
Agreement. During the school year, when a payday falls on or during a school holiday or
vacation, teachers shall be paid or shall have their paychecks deposited pursuant to subsection
(b) on the last previous working day.
b.) All teachers commencing work with the District subsequent to July l, 1984 as well as
any teachers employed prior to such date who wish to do so, shall sign and deliver to the
Superintendent prior to the first payday of the year, a form authorizing the direct deposit of all
paychecks to a specified local bank of each individual teacher's choice. Such form shall hold the
School District harmless from any damages resulting from actions or inactions of any party
subsequent to the School District having completed its obligations effecting the direct deposit.
19.9 Any teacher who has had continuous employment (or employment interrupted only by
authorized leaves of absence) in such capacity for the Burlington School Department and whose
period of continuous employment commences during or before September, 1977, shall receive,
or the estate shall receive, upon retirement or death, while in the employ of the Burlington
School System, pay for one-third (l/3) of accumulated sick leave days up to a maximum or the
days of the work year, (see 17.1) school days accumulation at the rate of compensation being
received at the time. Said amount shall be considered part of the teacher's total compensation for
the year and reported to the Teachers' Retirement System as such, provided such reporting would
not be in violation of the applicable statutes and regulations for the teachers' retirement system.
"Retirement" is understood to mean "withdrawal from active service with retirement allowance"
as defined in l6 V.S.A. §1931, as amended, and as further defined in 16 V.S.A. §§1937, 1938, as
amended. Provided, that should any teacher retire during the course of any school year, sick
leave for such year shall be prorated to the date of such retirement. The retirement benefit under
this section for part-time teachers shall be calculated according to the formula set forth on
Appendix C. Senior teacher status may be available to qualified teachers. (See Appendix K)
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19.10 A teacher, not entitled to a benefit pursuant to section 19.9, who resigns in good standing
after having completed fifteen (l5) years of service as a teacher with the Burlington School
System without a break in employment or fourteen (l4) of such years and one (l) year on a leave
of absence, shall receive on July l subsequent to the resignation, payment for one fourth (l/4) of
the teacher's accumulated sick leave on the completion of the teacher's service. For the purposes
of this section, the maximum sick leave accumulation shall be the days of the work year, (see
17.1). In order to be eligible for this benefit, the teacher must have presented the notice of
resignation in writing to the Superintendent no later than the date for the return of teacher
contracts. The teacher must also have taught through the school year prior to the effective date
of the resignation. Such effective date may not be during a school year. A part-time teacher
shall be entitled to the benefits of this section and shall have benefits determined in the same
manner as the benefit of part-time teachers is calculated for those part-time teachers receiving a
benefit under section 19.9 hereof. Senior teacher status may be available to qualified teachers.
(See Appendix K).
19.11 The Board agrees to indemnify and save teachers harmless from any financial loss or
expense, including reasonable legal attorney fees and costs, arising out of any claim, demand,
suit or judgment by reason of any act or failure to act by such teacher within or without the
school building, provided such teacher, at the time of the act or omission complained of was
neither grossly negligent or engaging in willful misconduct and was acting in the discharge of
his/her duties within the scope of his/her employment or under the direction of the Board.
Provided, the obligations of this Section shall be limited by and subject to the conditions set forth
in the liability insurance coverage provided by the Board for this purpose. The limits of the
Board's liability insurance coverage will not be reduced during the term of this Agreement. The
Board will make every effort to obtain for teachers the full benefits of such insurance coverage.
19.12 Should a teacher be rendered physically unable as determined by the physician in writing
to perform his/her professional duties as a result of an assault occurring within the scope of
his/her employment as that term is defined in the workmen's compensation statutes, the
provisions of Article 23 hereof shall be applicable, except that should the disability continue
beyond one hundred fifty (150) days, a teacher, at his/her option, shall have the right to select in
lieu of the benefits offered under section 23.2, receipt of seventy-five percent (75%) of the salary
being earned at the time of the assault for an additional one hundred fifty (150) days and
charging one quarter (l/4) day of his/her annual or accumulated sick leave for each day lost up to
a maximum of three hundred (300) days.
The benefits specified under this section in the event of assault shall be available to a
teacher who is assaulted notwithstanding a subsequent decision by the Board to terminate or not
renew his/her teaching contract.
19.13 The Board shall reimburse teachers for the replacement of any clothing or other personal
property damaged or destroyed as a result of assault or by an accident not caused or significantly
contributed to by the negligence of the teacher while on duty in the school, on the school
premises, or on a school sponsored activity. Provided any reimbursement claim shall be subject
to a $25 deductible amount and total reimbursement shall be limited to the actual cash value of
the clothing or personal property or one hundred dollars ($100.00) whichever is less. The Board
will provide protective garments for instructors where it deems appropriate.
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19.14 The Board shall reimburse teachers for the cost of medical dental, surgical or hospital
services to the extent of its insurance coverage which are incurred as the result of any injury
sustained in the course of their employment. The Board will not reduce the amount of such
insurance coverage during the term of this Agreement, without agreement of the Association. It
shall be the obligation of the teacher affected to report the injury to the administration
immediately and in no event later than the time limit of the policy and to complete the
appropriate claim forms as provided by the administration, in order to have the benefit of such
coverage.
19.15 The Board shall give full support to the teachers including legal and other assistance for
court action brought by parents or citizens against the teacher while acting in the proper
discharge of his/her duties and shall give full support including legal and other assistance for any
assault upon the teacher while acting in the proper discharge of his/her duties. Board support,
including legal assistance (under this Article) shall mean to the extent and subject to the
conditions set forth in the Liability Insurance coverage provided by the Board for this purpose.
The Board will make every effort to obtain for employees the full benefits of this insurance
coverage.
19.16 The Board agrees to continue its practice of paying the cost of physical examinations if
required as a condition of continuing employment.
19.17 The Board agrees to provide a tabulation of each teacher's individual accumulated sick
leave on his or her check at each pay period(s).
19.18 If it is required by the Superintendent or his/her designee for a teacher to work beyond
the negotiated school year in order to close the facility for the summer, the teacher shall be paid
for the time involved on a per diem basis.
19.19 When there are substantial changes in salary payments not attributable to government
action (excluding the Board), the Board will clarify the changes by a cover letter indicating what
the deductions are and how they are calculated.
19.20(a) For the term of this Agreement, the Board agrees to pay a one time only bonus of
$2,000 to each bargaining unit member that becomes National Board Certified or National
Industry Certified. This will be retroactive to the member of the teaching staff already having
achieved this.
(b)

Industry certification eligibility criteria is as follows.
National Industry Certification Program – within the teacher’s field.
Testing required by the program may be oral and/or written and must be content based.
Practicum/lab work must be required by the program.
Minimum passing grade of 70% must be required by the program.
Completion hours of at least two hundred (200) hours must be required by the program.
Participation in the program must be voluntary and not required to be licensed to teach in
the field.
x Attainment of certification may not be a requirement to be licensed to teach in the field.
x Program must be shown to elevate the quality of the Burlington School District program.
x Certification must have a time constraint during which all requirements must be met.
x
x
x
x
x
x
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Program prior approval is required:
x The program must be pre-approved by the Burlington School District Administration.
x The teacher must require pre-approval from the Burlington School District
Administration.
x The teacher must request prior approval to participate.
x Notice of prior approval will be sent to the BEA.
x Once approved, a program shall remain on an approval list, barring any significant
decrease in certification criteria.
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ARTICLE XX
GRIEVANCE PROCEDURES
20.1 (a) A claim by the Association or a teacher that there has been a violation
misinterpretation, or misapplication of the terms of this Agreement, including a claim that
disciplinary action has been taken in violation of a specific provision of this Agreement without
just cause, shall be a grievance.
(b) An "aggrieved person" is the person or persons making the claim.
(c) No grievance shall be valid unless it is submitted pursuant to section 20.5 hereof,
within fifteen (l5) school days after either the aggrieved person or the Association had
knowledge of the events giving rise to the grievance, whichever is earlier.
(d) Association Representation - Upon selection and certification by the Association, the
Board shall recognize an Association grievance committee. At least one Association
representative (there shall be one (l) designated spokesperson) shall be present for any meetings,
hearings, appeals or other proceedings relating to the grievance which has been formally
presented.
(e) Nothing herein contained will be construed as limiting the right of any teacher having
a grievance to discuss the matter informally with the supervisor and having the grievance
adjusted without intervention of the Association provided the Association has been notified and
the adjustment is not inconsistent with the terms of this Agreement.
20.2 The Association and Board may agree in writing to waivers of time and for recessing a
informal or formal hearing.
20.3 The parties may request a Level 1 or Level 2 action at any time. Such a request shall
require an action within five days of receipt of the request.
20.4 In addition to notice as described in 4.8, the parties agree to send copies directly to all
principles or designees at their school or office.
20.5 The parties acknowledge that it is usually most desirable for an employee and the
immediately involved supervisor to resolve problems through free and informal communications
and both parties shall cooperate in order to resolve all grievances at the lowest possible Level.
When requested by the teacher, the Association representative may intervene to assist in this
resolution. However, should such informal processes fail to satisfy the teacher or the
Association, then a grievance may be processed in as timely a manner as possible as follows:
(a) Informal Review - The employee or the Association may present the issue to the
immediate supervisor. If no satisfactory resolution of the issue is reached, the grievance may be
filed at Level 1 within eight days of the Informal Review.
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(b) Level l - The employee or the Association may present the grievance in writing to
the immediately involved supervisor who will establish a meeting within four (4) school days
after receipt of the grievance. The Association's representative(s), the aggrieved teacher, and the
immediately involved supervisor shall be present for the meeting. The immediately involved
supervisor must provide the aggrieved teacher and the Association with a written answer on the
grievance within two (2) school days] after the meeting. Such answer shall include the reasons
upon which the decision was based.
(c) Level 2 - If the grievance is not resolved at Level l, then the Association may refer
the grievance to the Superintendent or an official designee within ten (10) school days after the
Level 1 meeting receipt of the Level 1 response.
A good faith attempt will be made by the Superintendent or designee and the Association
to communicate orally within five (5) school days of receipt of a Level 2 appeal in order to
establish a hearing date within ten (10) school days of the communication. If there is a failure
within the five (5) school day period to agree upon a time for the hearing, the Superintendent
shall establish a time for the hearing to be held within ten (l0) school days of receipt of the
appeal.
Each party shall have the right to include in its representation such witnesses and
counselors as it deems necessary to develop facts pertinent to the grievance.
Upon conclusion of the hearing, the Superintendent will have five (5) school days in
which to provide a written decision to the Association.
20.6 Level 3 - Arbitration - If the Association is not satisfied with the disposition of the
grievance at the Superintendent’s level, or the Superintendent’s time limits expire without the
issuance of the Superintendent’s written answer, then the Association may submit the grievance
to final and binding arbitration under the voluntary Labor Arbitration Rules of the American
Arbitration Association which shall act as the administrator of the proceedings. Such submission
to final and binding arbitration shall be by written notice to the Superintendent no later than
thirty (30) days from the Superintendent's written decision and/or forty (40) days from the
Association's filing at the Superintendent's level if no written decision has been issued by the
Superintendent, whichever is later.
The arbitrator shall decide questions of arbitrability as threshold issues. If a demand for
arbitration is not filed within thirty (30) school days of the date for the Superintendent’s decision
or within thirty (30) school days of the last date for such a decision if the time limits expired
without the issuance of the Superintendent’s decision, then the grievance will be deemed
withdrawn with prejudice.
20.7 The arbitrator shall have no power to alter the terms of this Agreement. However, it is
agreed that the arbitrator is empowered to include in any award such financial reimbursements or
other remedies as is judged to be proper.
20.8 Each party shall bear the full costs for its representation in the arbitration. The cost of the
arbitrator and the AAA will be divided equally between the parties. Should either party request a
transcript of the proceedings, then the party will bear the full costs for the transcript.
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20.9 Where required by this Agreement, including issues relating to class size, involuntary
transfer, and RIF recall, a grievance shall be processed according to the following schedule:
(a) The grievance must be initially filed within five (5) school days at Level 2.
(b) The Superintendent shall hear the grievance and issue his/her decision in writing
within fifteen (l5) school days of the date of filing.
(c) If the Association is not satisfied with the disposition of the grievance at Level 2,
within five (5) school days from the date of its receipt of the Level 2 response the Association
may request arbitration in writing to the Superintendent. If a timely request for arbitration is
submitted, the Superintendent and the Association shall agree upon the services of an arbitrator
with or without American Arbitration Association assistance within five (5) school days.
(d) For a grievance processed according to this section, the notification dates of section
15.1 as well as the certainty of job assignment for the ensuing year shall be held in abeyance for
all teachers affected by such grievance until the grievance has been finally resolved.
(e) Except as otherwise specifically provided in this expedited process, all other
provisions of this Agreement relating to the filing and processing of grievances shall be
applicable to grievances processed under this expedited procedure.
20.10 The Board acknowledges the right of the Association's grievance representative to
participate in the processing of a grievance at any Level and no teacher shall be required to
discuss any grievance if the Association's representative is not present.
20.11 Provided the Association and the Superintendent agree, Level l and/or Level 2 of the
grievance procedure may be by-passed and the grievance brought directly to the next Level.
Class grievances involving an administrator above the building Level may be filed by the
Association at Level 2.
20.12 No reprisals of any kind will be taken by the Board or the School Administration against
any teacher because of participation in this grievance procedure.
20.13 The parties to this contract will cooperate in the investigation of any grievance and either
party will provide to the other such information reasonably available to it as is reasonably
requested for the processing of any grievance. Should the presentation or hearing of a grievance
at any Level require that any teacher and/or Association representative be released from a regular
assignment in order to represent the grievant or be available as a probable witness, they shall be
released without loss of pay or benefits.
20.14 All documents, communications, and records dealing with the processing of a grievance
will be filed separately from the personnel files of the participants.
20.15 A grievance may be withdrawn or settled at any Level prior to an arbitration award
without establishing precedent.
20.16 Provided the School Board and Administration adhere to all time limits set forth in this
Article, failure by the Association to adhere to time limits established for initial filing, appeal at
each Level, and submission to arbitration shall result in the grievance being declared null and
void.
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ARTICLE XXI
ASSOCIATION RIGHTS
21.1 The Board will permit the use of the School Department mail run by the Association for
the distribution of BEA organizational materials (BEA-Line, Meeting Minutes, etc.). Such
distribution shall be subject to reasonable regulation by the Board and shall not be disruptive or
injurious to the Burlington Educational System, its students, faculty or administration nor in
violation of any of the provisions of this Agreement.
The Association agrees that school staff and/or school time shall not be used in
connection with this Section. The Association will have the right to use school buildings without
cost at reasonable times for meetings. The principal of the building in question will be notified
in advance of the time and place of all such meetings. The Association will have the right to use
school facilities and equipment, including typewriters, computers, photocopiers, and other
duplicating equipment, calculating machines, public address equipment, and audio-visual
equipment at reasonable times. The Association agrees to keep the School District free from
expense for expendable materials in the use of such items and to pay the District's established
fees for use of copying machines in accordance with current practices.
21.2

See 23.5(b).

21.3 (a) Any teacher who elects to join the United Teaching Profession consisting of BEA,
VEA and NEA may sign and deliver to the Board an assignment authorizing payroll deductions
in substantially equal installments for such dues. The Board agrees to deduct from the salaries of
its teachers dues for the BEA, VEA and NEA as said teachers individually and voluntarily
authorize the Board to deduct. Pursuant to such authorization, the Board will deduct
membership dues in substantially equal installments over either a six (6) months period
beginning with the first paycheck in October or the first paycheck in February or from when the
lists are formulated to the end of the pay year and transmit the monies deducted, and a record of
the deductions, monthly to the treasurer of the BEA. Such deductions will not begin prior to the
Board receiving a letter and list of members and non-members from the BEA each year. The
letter shall be sent to the District Business Manager and the Superintendent and shall include the
amount of deduction and the date the deductions are to begin. The Board also agrees to continue
to administer other payroll deductions currently in existence.
(b) The parties agree that Section 21.3 (c-f) of this Agreement, as written below, shall
again take effect and have full force and effect as of the commencement of the school year
following the Vermont Legislature authorization of the collection of an agency service fee. The
parties amend Section 21.3 (c-f) to the extent necessary to achieve compliance with the statute.
Should there be a successful challenge to the law, the language reverts to that of the 2002-2006
Master Agreement.
(c) On or before September l5 of each year, the Board will provide the Association with
a list of all members of the bargaining unit, i.e. those teachers employed under a regular contract,
LTC or ARC. The names of new members of the bargaining unit commencing work during a
school year will be provided to the Association within thirty (30) calendar days of the
commencement of employment for the Board. Within five (5) school days of receipt of such
information, the Association will indicate to the Board which of the bargaining unit members
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must have the fair share assessment deducted from their paychecks. Deductions shall commence
within thirty (30) calendar days of the receipt of such information from the Association.
(d) Prior to September l of each school year, the Association will notify the Board in
writing of the amount of the membership dues for such school year.
(e) For a new member of the bargaining unit who must pay the fair share assessment and
who commences work after the beginning of a school year, the Association shall notify the
Board of the amount of the normal fair share assessment which such new bargaining unit
member will be required to pay. If the new bargaining unit member commences work after
February l, the fair share assessment will not exceed eighty-five percent (85%) of the
Association's dues assessment for the half year.
(f) In the event that the Board, Burlington School District, Burlington School Department
or its agents, officers or employees, or the City of Burlington is named a defendant in any
lawsuit arising from the inclusion of the fair share assessment in this Agreement and such suit or
suits result in any monetary judgment against any or all of such named potential defendants, the
Association shall be responsible to pay such judgment or judgments within thirty (30) calendar
days from the date that such judgment or judgments is/are final.
In order to be entitled to the benefits of this subsection, the Board must: (l) give the
Association notice in writing within fourteen (l4) days of service on any of the above-named
potential defendants of a lawsuit arising from a challenge to the legality of the fair share
provision of this Agreement; and (2) in defending such lawsuit, take no position on the legality
or illegality of the fair share provision; and (3) meet the obligations imposed upon it pursuant to
this section.
Notwithstanding the above, the Board's attorney shall not be required to violate any of the
provisions of the Code of Professional Responsibility.
21.4

The Board shall provide a room to be used for Association office work.
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ARTICLE XXII
INSURANCES
22.1 (a) In accordance with the regulations of the insurance carrier, (single, two-person or
family) to be determined by the teacher, plus extended Major Medical coverage in the amount of
$1,000,000 will be made available to each teacher. Such coverage shall be subject to the waiting
periods, application procedures, transfer or reapplication requirements of the carrier. In no event
shall the Board be obligated to directly provide such medical coverage, but shall be responsible
solely for making such insurance available for teachers. Provided, that the benefit levels
provided either under such Blue Cross/Blue Shield Health Plan VEHI Dual Option Plan, or J
with Rider Y - Managed Care Plan B (BCBSVT-JY MC). Health insurance provisions shall not
be reduced during the term hereof without mutual agreement of the parties hereto.
(b) For the 2006-07 school year, teacher contribution will be 11% of the VEHI Plan
insurance premium For the 2007-08 school year, teacher contribution will increase to 11.5% of
the VEHI Plan insurance premium. For the 2008-09 school year, teacher contribution shall
increase to 12% of the VEHI Plan insurance premium
(c) For teachers who select JY Plan B, the Board will contribute towards the JY Plan B
premium what it would have paid in that year for the premium of the respective VEHI coverage
and the teacher shall pay the entire balance of the premium cost.
(d) Regardless of the plan selected, the District will deduct teachers’ premium
contributions from their pay checks on a bi-weekly basis.
(e) It is agreed that the Board may not change insurers without the prior approval of the
Association.
(f) Upon separate and distinct approval of the Plan documents by the Board and the
BEA, the Board agrees to establish and maintain at its expense a 125K Plan for insurance
offerings to protect the tax exempt status of health care insurance benefits. Any payback for
waived health insurance coverage per Article XXII, Sec. 22.5 remains taxable.
(g) Upon separate and distinct approval of the Plan documents by the Board and the
BEA, the Board agrees to establish a 125K Plan, as provided for by the IRS, that allows teachers’
insurance premium payments to be made from pre-tax income.
22.2 The Board will provide at its expense, group life insurance protection for each teacher in
the face amount of $50,000 to be paid to the teacher's estate or designated beneficiary. In the
event of accidental death, the insurance will pay double the specified amount. A teacher may
purchase at his/her own expense, additional coverage of up to $37,500 for total coverage of
$87,500.
22.3 (a) The Board agrees to continue in effect the group dental insurance plan in effect
during the l986-87 school year. The Board agrees to pay the full cost for an individual plan and
for those teachers on the two-person or family plan, seventy percent (70%) of the difference in
cost between the cost for an individual plan and the cost of the plan selected by the teacher.
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(b) The Board shall make appropriate deductions from the salary of teachers depending
on the plans elected by teachers pursuant to subsection (a) above.
22.4 Should any federal or state legislation become effective during the term of this agreement
providing benefits which parallel any of those referred to above and imposing the cost thereof on
the Board, the disposition hereunder shall be subject to negotiation.
22.5 A teacher, other than a teacher whose spouse is entitled to coverage under the Board's
health insurance plan by virtue of such spouse's employment by the Board, shall on or before
July l of each year be paid twenty-five percent (25%) of the amounts not paid by the Board for
health insurance for which such teacher was eligible under rules of the carrier and pursuant to
this Agreement, due to the waiver of such coverage by the teacher. The payment shall be for
Board savings during the year prior to the payment.
22.6 A teacher retiring, as defined by applicable state education statutes, after fifteen (l5) years
of continuous service in the Burlington School District and either the attainment of age fifty-five
(55) or thirty (30) years of public school teaching experience shall be entitled to single or
two-person coverage as applicable, under the BC/BS or alternative health insurance plan
provided by the State Teacher Retirement System or the health insurance coverage provided by
the Board to the teaching staff, whichever is less expensive, with the Board paying fifty percent
(50%) of the cost of such coverage until such teacher has attained the age of sixty-two (62). To
be eligible for this benefit, the teacher must have worked through the end of the school year prior
to retirement and have notified the administration of the intention to retire no later than the date
for return of teacher contracts. The Board at its sole discretion may permit a teacher who has
met the age and length of service requirements to receive the benefits of this section without
compliance with the requirements of the immediately preceding sentence. A Board decision on
this issue shall be non-grievable.
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ARTICLE XXIII
LEAVES OF ABSENCE
23.1
pay:

Teachers shall be entitled to the following non-accumulative leaves of absence with full

(a) The Board will grant personal leave to teachers of up to four (4) school days in any
one year. All days will be at the discretion of the teacher and reasons therefore need not be given
to the Administration. Provided personal leave shall not be utilized for vacation purposes. To be
eligible for personal leave under this section, written notice shall be given to the Administration
at least twenty- four (24) hours prior to any such personal leave except in cases of emergency.
(b) Up to three (3) school days will be granted by the Board to a teacher for attendance at
the funeral of a member of the immediate family. Up to two (2) additional school days may be
granted by the Administration to allow for travel. Immediate family is defined as follows:
spouse, civil unions, children, parents, son-in-law, daughter-in-law, mother-in-law, father-in-law,
grandchildren, grandparents, brothers, sisters, aunts and uncles. For the purposes of this Article,
a teacher’s partner in a domestic or civil union will be considered in the same way as a spouse.
23.2 (a) Each teacher will begin the contract year with a credit of twenty (20) school days sick
leave pay at his/her applicable salary rate for time lost due to sickness or accident other than in
connection with his/her employment. Up to ten (10) days of a teacher's authorized sick leave
and/or four personal days authorized under Section 23.1 above shall be granted if requested for
use in connection with the adoption of a child. The Board agrees to permit the accumulation of
unused sick leave up to a maximum, including the amount for the current year, of one hundred
and ninety (l90) school days. The immediate supervisor and/or the Superintendent may request
medical evidence when such absence under this section exceeds five (5) consecutive school
days. Up to ten (l0) school days per year of such teacher's sick leave credit will be granted to a
teacher for serious illness of a member of a teacher's family living in or outside the teacher's
household, including spouse, domestic partner or civil union partner, children, legal wards, and
parents. Illness of a teacher's family member living outside the teacher's household must be
validated by a doctor's certificate in order to receive the benefits of this clause.
(b) A teacher shall be entitled to apply his/her available sick leave to a temporary
medical disability resulting from or contributed to by pregnancy or childbirth, or a miscarriage or
recovery therefrom. This right shall not apply during the leave period if a teacher elects to take a
parental leave under the provision of this article. Sick leave used shall be subtracted from the
teacher's available sick leave. The use of sick leave by the teacher shall relate solely and
exclusively to the condition of the teacher, and except as provided in 23.2(a) shall not arise as a
result of any temporary disability of the child.
(c) Sick Leave Bank – A teacher may contribute one of his/her unused personal days for
1999-2000 to the sick leave bank created in the 1999-2000 school year. An additional
contribution of one unused personal day per year per teacher may be made thereafter until the
bank has reached a maximum of five hundred (500) available days. As the days are used, they
may be replenished up to the five hundred (500) day maximum. The sick leave bank shall only
be available for extraordinary circumstances as determined by the Sick Bank Committee. The
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Sick Bank Committee will be comprised of four (4) members, two (2) to be designated by the
Association and two (2) to be designated by the Board.
A teacher who wishes to utilize the Sick Bank must make a written request to the
Superintendent which demonstrates that such teacher has contributed unused personal days to the
Sick Bank, has exhausted all available leave or disability benefits provided for by this
Agreement, and explains why he/she believes the request meets the "extraordinary
circumstances" standard. A teacher who is receiving statutory disability benefits may
supplement such benefits by the use of the Sick Bank. However, the Sick Bank may not be
accessed for less than a one-half day increment, and the necessary adjustments will be made so
as to ensure that no teacher receives more than his or her normal net pay as a result of disability
benefits and Sick Bank utilization.
The Sick Bank Committee will meet to consider all requests. Requests will only be
granted if the above preconditions are met and the Committee unanimously votes to grant the
request. No request may be granted for more than one hundred sixty (160) school days without
the further approval of the Committee. Notwithstanding the foregoing, a teacher cannot use the
Sick Bank in combination with other leaves so as to be absent for more than a total of two (2)
school years. Notwithstanding anything to the contrary herein, any leave taken through use of
the Sick Bank which also qualifies as FMLA leave will be counted towards the annual FMLA
leave allocation.
The Sick Bank Committee's decision is final and cannot be grieved. Each decision by the
Committee will stand alone and will not be considered precedent for future decisions.
23.3 The Board will comply with its statutory responsibilities with regard to an employee who
is absent due to a work connected illness or accident (workers’ compensation).1
23.4 Each school day of paid sick leave used by a teacher under the provision of this Article
shall be credited as a full teaching day for all other computations and benefits under this
Agreement.
23.5 (a) The Superintendent's Office may grant released time to members of the professional
staff without loss of pay for the following:
l. Attendance at educational meetings when the teacher is an officer or committee
member of a state, regional or national organization.
2. Attendance at meetings of a state, regional, or national organization.
3. Attendance at meetings, conferences, or for classroom visitation in the individual's
teaching field.

1

21 V.S.A. §643 – (in pertinent part) “Where the injury causes total disability for work, the employer during such
disability, but not including the first three days thereof, the day of the accident to be counted as the first day thereof,
unless the employee received full wages for that day, the employer shall pay the injured employee a weekly
compensation equal to two-thirds of the employee’s average weekly wages, but not more than the maximum nor less
than the minimum weekly compensation, provided that the weekly compensation shall not be greater than the
injured employee’s weekly net income.”
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(b) The Board agrees that appropriate requests for not less than ten (l0) school days
release time for Association business, per year will be granted by the Superintendent after
consultation with the Association president. One half of the cost of substitutes will be borne by
the Association. A letter verifying the association days taken will be sent to the Superintendent
by the Association president within five (5) school days of the consultation.
23.6 A parental leave of absence will be granted to a teacher for the purpose of childbearing or
for child-adopting and/or child rearing of an infant child (less than one year of age) pursuant to
the following provisions:
(a) All such leave requests must be in writing and made at least sixty (60) weekdays
prior to scheduled leave commencement, except in cases of emergency or in the case of an
adoption where such sixty (60) weekday notice may not reasonably be given, in which case as
much notice as is reasonably possible shall be given to the Board. The written request or notice
shall specify the leave period including the anticipated dates of the maternity leave to be taken
prior to the parental leave, if any.
(b) Except as specified in section 23.10:
(l) A parental leave of less than ninety (90) school days duration shall terminate as of
the end of either of the two quarters, including the quarter in which the leave commences,
subsequent to the commencement of the leave.
(2) A parental leave of more than ninety (90) school days duration shall terminate as
of the end of either of the three semesters, including the semester in which the leave
commences, subsequent to the commencement of the leave. Notwithstanding the above,
a parental leave commencing during summer vacation may not extend beyond the end of
the next school year.
(c) A request for leave shall be accompanied by a physician's statement certifying
pregnancy, a copy of the birth certificate of the child born or a letter from the applicable court or
agency indicating the pendency of an adoption.
(d) At no one time shall parental leave in connection with a birth or an adoption be
granted to more than one (l) teacher per family.
(e) Where adoption of a child older than one (l) year is conditioned by the applicable
court or agency upon the teacher's taking a leave, parental leave for the required duration, up to
one (l) year, will be granted pursuant to this section.
(f) All such leaves shall be without pay and benefits with the following exclusions:
maternity leave and areas where re-employment rights are applicable. Provided, a teacher who
elects to take parental leave for up to one half year shall be eligible, at his/her expense, for
insurance benefits during that time. The teacher shall reimburse the board at the group rate costs
of those benefits.
(g) A teacher who is pregnant may continue on active employment as late into her
pregnancy as she desires provided she is able to properly perform her required functions and this
fact is verified by a written statement from the teacher's physician.
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(h) A teacher granted a parental leave who, for good cause, determines prior to the
commencement of the leave period not to take such leave, may request a meeting with the
Superintendent who will try to accommodate the teacher's desires not to take the parental leave.
23.7 Leaves of absence may be granted by the Board upon written request and upon the
recommendation of the Superintendent for professional improvements, exchanged teaching,
Peace Corps, teacher corps, and the best interests of the School Department. Reasons for denial
will be given in writing to the applicant if so requested.
23.8 Military leave of absence shall be granted by the Board in accordance with existing state
and/or federal statutes.
23.9 Any teacher granted a leave of absence pursuant to sections 23.6, 23.7, 23.8, 23.11,
23.14 and 23.15 shall have the following reemployment rights:
(a) Upon return to the Burlington School System, said teacher shall immediately be
assigned the same position held at the time the leave commenced, unless the teacher or position
is affected by a reduction in force while the teacher is on the leave or the position is eliminated.
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(b) Upon return to the Burlington School System, the teacher's salary, seniority, and other benefits shall
be the same as they would have been had the period of leave been spent in the Burlington School System
provided that the teacher shall not be entitled to credit on the salary index for any year during which he or she
missed more than ninety (90) teaching days between the beginning of the school year and June 30.
23.10 For extended sick leave or extended leave for family responsibility authorized by the Board, the per diem
deduction will be based on the days of the work year, (see 17.1) of the teacher's annual salary. For early
departure for summer programs specifically approved by the Board, the per diem deduction will be equal to the
substitute teacher's pay.
23.11 Leaves for any reason not addressed in this Agreement shall be granted and paid or not paid at the
discretion of the Board.
23.12 For an unauthorized leave of absence, the per diem deduction will be based on the days of the work year,
(see 17.1) as applicable of the teacher's annual salary. This section will not operate to deny the Board any other
rights to deal appropriately with unauthorized leave.
23.13 Except for exchange teaching, Peace Corps and teacher corps, when the experience is actual teaching as
defined in section 18.4 and for sabbatical leave, a teacher on a leave of absence will not receive step movement
on the salary schedule upon returning to the system.
23.14 All teachers shall automatically become eligible for and be guaranteed an unpaid one school year leave of
absence after ten (l0) years of service in the Burlington School District. A maximum of five (5) teachers each
year shall be granted such leave, if so requested. Requests for such leave must be received by the Superintendent
in writing no later than March l, of the school year prior to the commencement of the leave. If more than five (5)
eligible teachers apply for such leave, the granting of leaves will be determined by the teachers' seniority in the
school system.
The leave shall be limited to one school year unless a teacher on such leave makes timely application for a
one year extension thereof and presents proof that the teacher is holding an elective office which requires that the
teacher serve a term preventing his/her return to the school system for the following year, or that the teacher will
be running for re-election and if re-elected will not be available to teach during the next school year. In no case
will a teacher be allowed to extend a leave pursuant to this section for more than two (2) school years. The Board
shall notify teachers of the approval of their leave requests by March l5.
In order to be eligible for a leave under this section, a teacher must have taught for the full school year
immediately prior to the commencement of such leave. A teacher who has taken a leave under this section shall
not be eligible to take another such leave until the teacher has taught within the system for a subsequent five (5)
years.
23.15 A teacher who, despite having made good faith efforts to be relieved from the same, is required to
perform federal jury service, shall be paid for any necessary period of absence caused by such jury service. Such
teacher shall sign over to the District any amounts received from the federal government as compensation for
such jury service.
23.16 Leaves provided by this Agreement will be in accordance with Vermont laws and as the laws may be
incorporated into Board Policies. In the event of any conflict between Vermont law and a Board policy relating
to such law, the provisions of Vermont law will be controlling.
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ARTICLE XXIV
MISCELLANEOUS
24.1 This Agreement represents the final resolution of all matters in dispute between the parties, and shall not
be changed or altered unless the change or alteration has been agreed to and evidenced in writing by the parties
hereto.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF the parties hereto have executed this Agreement on this 6th day
of August, 2007. The Agreement shall be effective as of September 1, 2006.
BURLINGTON BOARD OF
SCHOOL COMMISSIONERS
By:

BURLINGTON EDUCATION
ASSOCIATION, INC.
By:

School Board Chair, Duly Authorized

President, Duly Authorized

By:
School Board Clerk
By:
Superintendent
NEGOTIATING TEAM:

NEGOTIATING TEAM:
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Appendix A-1
Salary Index Factors
FY 2007

BA

BA+15

BA+36

MA

BA+51

MA+15

BA+66

MA+30

1 1.0000

1.0400

1.1000

1.1000

1.1700

1.1700

1.2400

1.2400

2 1.0400

1.0900

1.1550

1.1550

1.2200

1.2200

1.2900

1.2900

3 1.0550

1.1100

1.1820

1.1820

1.2600

1.2600

1.3400

1.3400

4 1.1200

1.1550

1.2400

1.2400

1.3000

1.3000

1.4000

1.4000

5 1.1600

1.2000

1.2725

1.2725

1.3500

1.3500

1.4500

1.4500

6 1.1945

1.2500

1.3225

1.3225

1.4000

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

7 1.1945

1.2900

1.4000

1.4000

1.4500

1.4500

1.5500

1.5500

8 1.2391

1.3700

1.4500

1.4500

1.5000

1.5000

1.6000

1.6000

9 1.3735

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

1.5800

1.5800

1.6600

1.6600

1.4895

1.6500

1.6500

1.6700

1.6700

1.7400

1.7400

1.7200

1.7400

1.7400

1.7800

1.7800

1.7899

1.8400

1.8400

Steps:

10
11
12
13

1.9059

+15

14

1.9355

+22

15

2.0000

+30
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Appendix A-1
Salary Index Factors
FY2008
BA

BA+15

BA+36

MA

BA+51

MA+15

BA+66

MA+30

1 1.0000

1.0400

1.1000

1.1000

1.1700

1.1700

1.2400

1.2400

2 1.0400

1.0900

1.1550

1.1550

1.2200

1.2200

1.2900

1.2900

3 1.0550

1.1100

1.1820

1.1820

1.2600

1.2600

1.3400

1.3400

4 1.1200

1.1550

1.2400

1.2400

1.3000

1.3000

1.4000

1.4000

5 1.1600

1.2000

1.2725

1.2725

1.3500

1.3500

1.4500

1.4500

6 1.1945

1.2500

1.3225

1.3225

1.4000

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

7 1.1945

1.2900

1.4000

1.4000

1.4500

1.4500

1.5500

1.5500

8 1.2391

1.3700

1.4500

1.4500

1.5000

1.5000

1.6000

1.6000

9 1.3735

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

1.5800

1.5800

1.6600

1.6600

1.4895

1.6500

1.6500

1.6700

1.6700

1.7400

1.7400

1.7200

1.7400

1.7400

1.7800

1.7800

1.7899

1.8400

1.8400

Steps:

10
11
12
13

1.9059

+15

14

1.9355

+20

15

2.0000

+25
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Appendix A-1
Salary Index Factors
FY2009
BA

BA+15

BA+36

MA

BA+51

MA+15

BA+66

MA+30

1 1.0000

1.0400

1.1000

1.1000

1.1700

1.1700

1.2400

1.2400

2 1.0400

1.0900

1.1550

1.1550

1.2200

1.2200

1.2900

1.2900

3 1.0550

1.1100

1.1820

1.1820

1.2600

1.2600

1.3400

1.3400

4 1.1200

1.1550

1.2400

1.2400

1.3000

1.3000

1.4000

1.4000

5 1.1600

1.2000

1.2725

1.2725

1.3500

1.3500

1.4500

1.4500

6 1.1945

1.2500

1.3225

1.3225

1.4000

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

7 1.1945

1.2900

1.4000

1.4000

1.4500

1.4500

1.5500

1.5500

8 1.2391

1.3700

1.4500

1.4500

1.5000

1.5000

1.6000

1.6000

9 1.3735

1.4000

1.5000

1.5000

1.5800

1.5800

1.6600

1.6600

1.4895

1.6500

1.6500

1.6700

1.6700

1.7400

1.7400

1.7200

1.7400

1.7400

1.7800

1.7800

1.7899

1.8400

1.8400

Steps:

10
11
12
13

1.9059

+13

14

1.9355

+15

15

2.0000

+17
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Appendix A-1
Salary Schedule
FY2007
FY07
BASE:

$ 34,550

Steps:

BA

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

$34,550
$35,932
$36,450
$38,696
$40,078
$41,270
$41,270
$42,811
$47,454

BA+15 BA+36
$35,932
$37,660
$38,351
$39,905
$41,460
$43,188
$44,570
$47,334
$48,370
$51,462

$38,005
$39,905
$40,838
$42,842
$43,965
$45,692
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$57,008

MA
$38,005
$39,905
$40,838
$42,842
$43,965
$45,692
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$57,008
$59,426

BA+51 MA+15 BA+66 MA+30
$40,424
$42,151
$43,533
$44,915
$46,643
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$54,589
$57,699
$60,117

$40,424
$42,151
$43,533
$44,915
$46,643
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$54,589
$57,699
$60,117
$61,841

In 2006-2007:
Step 13 will be for teachers with 15 to 21 years of experience
Step 14 will be for teachers with 22 to 29 years of experience
Step 15 will be for teachers with 30 or more years of experience
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$42,842
$44,570
$46,297
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$53,553
$55,280
$57,353
$60,117
$61,499
$63,572

$42,842
$44,570
$46,297
$48,370
$50,098
$51,825
$53,553
$55,280
$57,353
$60,117
$61,499
$63,572
$65,849 +15
$66,872 +22
$69,100 +30

Appendix A-1
Salary Index Factors
FY2008
FY08
BASE:

Steps:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

$35,513

BA
$35,513
$36,934
$37,466
$39,775
$41,195
$42,420
$42,420
$44,004
$48,777

BA+15 BA+36
$36,934
$38,709
$39,419
$41,018
$42,616
$44,391
$45,812
$48,653
$49,718
$52,897

$39,064
$41,018
$41,976
$44,036
$45,190
$46,966
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$58,596

MA
$39,064
$41,018
$41,976
$44,036
$45,190
$46,966
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$58,596
$61,082

BA+51 MA+15 BA+66 MA+30
$41,550
$43,326
$44,746
$46,167
$47,943
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$56,111
$59,307
$61,793

$41,550
$43,326
$44,746
$46,167
$47,943
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$56,111
$59,307
$61,793
$63,565

$44,036
$45,812
$47,587
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$55,045
$56,821
$58,952
$61,793
$63,213
$65,344

$44,036
$45,812
$47,587
$49,718
$51,494
$53,270
$55,045
$56,821
$58,952
$61,793
$63,213
$65,344

13

$67,684 +15

14

$68,735 +20

15

$71,026 +25

In 2007-2008:
Step 13 will be for teachers with 15 to 19 years of experience
Step 14 will be for teachers with 20 to 24 years of experience
Step 15 will be for teachers with 25 or more years of experience
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Appendix A-1
Salary Index Factors
FY2009
FY09
BASE:

Steps:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

$36,487

BA
$36,487
$37,946
$38,494
$40,865
$42,325
$43,584
$43,584
$45,211
$50,115

BA+15 BA+36
$37,946
$39,771
$40,501
$42,142
$43,784
$45,609
$47,068
$49,987
$51,082
$54,347

$40,136
$42,142
$43,128
$45,244
$46,430
$48,254
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$60,204

MA

BA+51 MA+15 BA+66 MA+30

$40,136
$42,142
$43,128
$45,244
$46,430
$48,254
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$60,204
$62,758

$42,690
$44,514
$45,974
$47,433
$49,257
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$57,649
$60,933
$63,487

$42,690
$44,514
$45,974
$47,433
$49,257
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$57,649
$60,933
$63,487
$65,308

In 2008-2009:
Step 13 will be for teachers with 13 or 14 years of experience
Step 14 will be for teachers with 15 or 16 years of experience
Step 15 will be for teachers with 17 or more years of experience
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$45,244
$47,068
$48,893
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$56,555
$58,379
$60,568
$63,487
$64,947
$67,136

$45,244
$47,068
$48,893
$51,082
$52,906
$54,731
$56,555
$58,379
$60,568
$63,487
$64,947
$67,136
$69,541 +13
$70,621 +15
$72,974 +17

APPENDIX B
EXTRACURRICULAR SALARY SCHEDULE
Each activity will fall within one of the following categories, dependent upon the requirements of that particular activity. All listings
are for head coaches or advisors. J.V. Coaches will be paid at a rate of seventy-five (75) percent of that of the head coach or advisor.
9th Grade/Assistant coaches shall be paid at a rate of fifty (50) per cent of that of the head coach or advisor. If a particular sport/activity
does not have a 9th Grade program, an additional Assistant may be assigned to a program where justified by the number of students
enrolled in the sole discretion of the Director of Student Activities. If a currently employed coach's activity is to be moved to a lower
category in 1997, the salary shall be continued within the current category during the period of the continuous employment in the
respective activity. A Middle School listing represents positions both schools unless otherwise indicated. A Middle School coach
whose placement on Step 1 of Category V would result in a reduction from his or her current compensation will be placed at the step
closest to his/her current compensation which does not result in a reduction. Middle School Athletic Directors shall annually receive a
contract for each of the two (2) semesters, each will reflect the full pay rate as determined by the Categories and salary scale below.
CATEGORY I
Athletic Director, MS
Basketball, HS (Boys)
Basketball, HS (Girls)
Cheerleaders, Winter, HS,
Drama, Musical, HS
Football, HS
Hockey, HS
Wrestling, HS,
Yearbook, HS

CATEGORY III
Classical Debating, HS
Interact Club, HS
Math League, HS
Model U.N., HS
Newspaper, MS
Noun, MS
CATEGORY IV
Am Field Service, HS
Baseball, MS
Basketball, MS, A, (Boys)
Basketball, MS, A, (Girls)
Class Advisors, HS
Honor Society, HS
Music, Musical Advisor, HS
Music, Show Chorus-Edmunds Middle School Only
Integrated Technology Teams
Snowboarding Club*
Soccer, MS, A, (Boys
Soccer, MS, A, (Girls)
Softball, MS
Track, MS, (Boys)
Track, MS, (Girls)

CATEGORY II
Baseball, HS,
Cheerleaders/Fall, HS
Cross Country, HS (Girls)
Cross Country, HS (Boys)
Drama, Plays, HS
Field Hockey, HS (Girls),
Golf, HS
Gymnastics, HS (Boys)
Gymnastics, HS (Girls)
International Club, HS
Lacrosse, HS (Boys)
Lacrosse, HS (Girls)
Literary Magazine/Detour, HS
Music, EC director, HS

CATEGORY V
Basketball, MS, B, (Boys)
Basketball, MS, B, (Girls)
Cross Country, MS
Drama, One Act, MS
Field Hockey, MS (Girls)
Majorettes, HS
Music, MS
Soccer, MS, B, (Boys)
Soccer, MS, B, (Girls)
Wrestling, MS
Yearbook, MS

Newspaper,/Register HS,
Outing Club, HS
Ski, HS (Boys)
Ski, HS (Girls)
Soccer, HS (Boys)
Soccer, HS (Girls)
Softball, HS (Girls),
Student Council, HS
Track, HS (Girls)
Track, HS (Boys)
Scholar’s Bowl
Tennis, HS (Girls)
Tennis, HS (Boys)

* If club becomes a varsity- interscholastic sport, it will
move to Category II.
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2006 – 2009
Step
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Category
I
$2,942
$3,110
$3,274
$3,442
$3,609
$3,775
$3,943
$4,109
$4,275
$4,442

Category
II
$2,443
$2,588
$2,732
$2,877
$3,021
$3,166
$3,320
$3,454
$3,598
$3,743

Category
III
$1,666
$1,776
$1,888
$1,999
$2,109
$2,221
$2,333
$2,443
$2,554
$2,666

Category
IV
$1,333
$1,421
$1,510
$1,598
$1,688
$1,776
$1,866
$1,954
$2,044
$2,132

Category
V
$667
$710
$755
$800
$844
$888
$932
$978
$1,021
$1,066

In the initial placement of an individual on the index, consideration will be given to years
of coaching or sponsoring experience in the particular activity in placing the individual upon a
given step. Changes to the placement of activities within categories may be made by mutual
agreement of both parties.
Advancement on the index is not automatic but will not be denied by the Superintendent
or his/her designee without just cause.
It is agreed that coaches of all sports will be notified on or before the last day of the
current school year as to whether or not they will be offered a coaching assignment for the next
school year.
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APPENDIX C
BENEFIT LEVELS FOR PART-TIME TEACHERS
I.
Part-time teachers holding less than a one half (l/2) i.e. less than a 50% full-time
equivalent position, shall not be entitled to any of the insurance benefits provided by the Board.
A part-time teacher who was hired prior to the execution of the 1999-2002 Agreement and who
holds a one half (l/2) time or greater position shall, subject to the conditions set by the insurer, be
entitled to the same type and level of insurance benefits that are provided to full-time teachers
pursuant to Article XXII.
A teacher hired after June 1, 2000 and who holds at least a one half (1/2) full-time
equivalent position but less than a full-time equivalent position shall receive prorated insurance
benefits equal to their percentage of a full-time position.
A teacher who holds at least a one half (1/2) full-time equivalent position but less than a
full-time equivalent position and is eligible for a payback as the result of waiving coverage shall
receive a payback prorated equal to their percentage of a full –time position.
A full time teacher who voluntarily becomes a part-time teacher shall receive pro-rated
benefits equal to their percentage of a full-time position. A current, full time teacher as of June
1, 2000, who is reduced in force and who accepts a recall to a part-time position because only a
part-time position is available, shall continue to receive full-time benefits.
II.
A part-time teacher shall be paid and earn seniority in the proportion that said teacher's
position relates to that of a full-time position.
III.
Part-time teachers shall be entitled to the leaves of absence benefits of Article XXIII as
are enjoyed by full-time teachers, with the understanding that such benefits are applied to the
teacher's part-time schedule. By way of illustration, a teacher teaching one (l) class per day (l/5
position) shall be credited with twenty (20) sick days at the beginning of a school year. Each day
that such teacher is absent on sick leave will be considered to represent the use of a full sick day.
If said teacher transfers to a full-time position while carrying twenty (20) days of sick leave
accumulation, the teacher's sick leave accumulation on the books will be changed to four (4)
days (i.e. pro rata computation).
IV.
There is no difference between part-time and full-time teachers in respect to movement
on the salary index, transfer rights and the entitlement to file and process grievances.
V.

See section 15.1(b) concerning part-time teachers recall rights in the event of lay-off.
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APPENDIX D
TEMPORARY LEAVES AND ABSENCES
I. Temporary Leaves.
1. Parental
2. Released time
3. Professional improvement
4. Board granted
5. After l0 years (§23.14)
6. Early summer departure
7. Extended sick or family leave
8. Military leave
9. Teacher suspension
l0. Association days
l1. RIF teacher visiting days
II. Absences.
l. Personal leave (discretion)
2. Bereavement
3. Sick leave (individual and family)
4. Jury duty
5. Work connected illness or accident
6. Grievance hearing
7. Maternity leave
8. Resulting from work-connected assault
9. Unauthorized leave
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APPENDIX E
MASTER CALENDAR
SEPTEMBER
l: Deadline for Association notice of membership dues amount for the school year. (§21.3(d))
Day before first payday: Deadline for submission of direct deposit authorizations for those
teachers required to or desiring to have their checks directly deposited to a local bank. (§19.8(b))
l5: Deadline for Board to provide Association with list of teacher bargaining unit members.
(§21.3(b))
30: Deadline for teacher notice to Administration of completed graduate level credits for the
entire school year entitlement to salary index movement. (§18.5)
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
l: Deadline for Association or Board to give written notice of desire to terminate or modify the
Agreement. (§2.1)
l: Deadline for the Association to submit to the Superintendent its suggestions for a school
calendar for the next school year. (§17.2)
DECEMBER
l-l5: Teachers to make reasonable efforts to notify the Administration of the intention to take
courses for salary index movement for the following school year. (§18.5)
l5: Deadline for first negotiation session during a year of negotiations. (§§3.1 & 3.2)
JANUARY
l: Deadline for Administration preparation of District-wide seniority list. (§14.1)
FEBRUARY
l0: Deadline for panel decisions on contested seniority list placements. (§14.1)
l5: Date for permissible declaration of impasse during a year of negotiations. (§3.3)
MARCH
l: Deadline for teacher submission of section 23.14 leave requests.
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l: Deadline for Administration notice to a teacher of a performance-related non-renewal or the
denial of step movement for the next school year. (§5.7)
l: Deadline for a teacher to notify the Administration of the receipt of graduate level credits for
salary index movement retroactive to February l. (§18.5)
l5: Deadline for Board notice to teachers concerning action on requested section 23.14 leaves.
15: Deadline for Board notice to the Association of contemplated reductions in force and
provide Association with anticipated RIF information (see RIF Article). (§11.1)
Second Meeting in March – the Association will present it challenges to the anticipated RIFs, if
any. (§11.1)
28 or within 2 days of second Board meeting in March: Deadline to notify Association and the
individuals affected of any RIFs. (§11.1)
APRIL
25: Deadline for the Administration issuance of individual teacher contracts. (§10.1)
28: Deadline for Administration of RIF to affected Vocational Center teachers. (§11.1)
MAY
3: Deadline for teachers to return individual contracts. (§10.2)
3: Deadline for a teacher to notify the Administration of a desired retirement in order to be
eligible for a section 19.9 benefit.
3: Deadline for a teacher to notify the Administration of a desired intention to retire in order to
be eligible for a section 19.10 benefit.
3: Deadline for a teacher to notify the Administration of a desired resignation in order to be
eligible for a section 19.10 benefit.
l7-22: Period of mandatory posting of the section 12.1(c) big posting.
24: Deadline for submission to the Superintendent of teacher requests for voluntary transfer to
positions listed on the big posting. (§13.1(b))
JUNE
1: Deadline for Administration notice of location assignment to District teachers. (§6.10)
l7: Deadline for Administration notice to teachers of denials of transfer requests to positions
listed on the big posting. (§13.1(e))
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Last day of the school year: Deadline for Administration notice to coaches of sports as to the
coaching assignments, if any, for the next school year. (Appendix B)
JULY
l: Date for Administration payment of a section 19.9 or 19.10 benefit to an eligible teacher.
l: Deadline for Administration payment of a section 22.5 benefit to an eligible teacher.
l: Deadline for finalization of a new licensure plan for a teacher on the recall list. (§15.1(d))
AUGUST
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APPENDIX F
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APPENDIX G
TEACHER CONTRACT
This Agreement made between _________________________ hereinafter called the
Teacher, and the Burlington Board of School Commissioners, hereinafter called the Board, and
subject to an Agreement between the Burlington Education Association, and the Burlington
Board of School Commissioners, the laws of the State of Vermont, and the Rules and
Regulations of the Board, is hereby made for the school year beginning July l, 20__, and ending
June 30 20__. This contract is in all respects subject to the terms and conditions of the
Agreement between the Burlington Education Association and the Burlington Board of School
Commissioners for the ___________ school year.
The period of service shall begin September ______, and continue for not more than
_______ duty days. The distribution of these days will be as specified by the negotiated
Agreement between the Burlington Education Association and the Burlington Board of School
Commissioners.
The teaching salary of _________ plus additional compensation of_________
for_________ plus other compensation of ____________ for _____________ determine the
teacher's total compensation under this contract to be _________________.
Said teacher is to be assigned to the ______________________ _______________ as a
__________________.
Teacher Degree & Step is __________________.
Teacher Licensure _______________ Type _________ Expires.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands.
By ___________________________ Date _______________________
Teacher
By ___________________________ Date _______________________
School board

Contract must be returned by:
District assignments will be issued according to Section 6.10.
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APPENDIX H
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
150 Colchester Avenue
Burlington, Vermont 0540l
LIMITED TEACHER CONTRACT
This Agreement made between _________________________ hereinafter called the
Teacher, and the Burlington Board of School Commissioners hereinafter called the Board, and
subject to an Agreement between the Burlington Education Association, Inc., and the Burlington
Board of School Commissioners, the laws of the State of Vermont, and the Rules and
Regulations of the Board, is hereby made for the school year beginning July l, 20___, and ending
June 30, 20___. This contract is in all respects subject to the terms and conditions of the
Agreement between the Burlington Education Association and the Burlington Board of School
Commissioners.
The period of service shall begin __________________ and
terminate ________________________, a period of ____________ duty days. The distribution
of these days will be as specified by a negotiated Agreement between the Burlington Education Association, Inc., and the Burlington Board of School Commissioners.
The teaching salary of ____________ plus additional compensation of ___________ for
_____________ plus other compensation of ____________________ for
___________________ determine the teacher's total compensation under this contract to be
_______________.
Said teacher is to be assigned to the _______________________ ________________ as
a _________________________.

By ________________________

Date _________________________

By ________________________
School Board

Date _________________________
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Teacher

APPENDIX I
ABBREVIATED REGULAR CONTRACT
This Agreement made between __________________________, hereinafter called the
Teacher, and the Burlington Board of School Commissioners, hereinafter called the Board, and
subject to an Agreement between the Burlington Education Association, and the Burlington
Board of School Commissioners, the laws of the State of Vermont, and the Rules and
Regulations of the Board, is hereby made for the school year beginning July l, 20__, and ending
June 30, 20__. This contract is in all respects subject to the terms and conditions of the
Agreement between the Burlington Education Association and the Burlington Board of School
Commissioners for the ________ school year.
The period of service shall begin _________ ___, _____, and continue for not more than
_________ duty days, terminating on __________ ___, ____. The distribution of these days will
be as specified by the negotiated Agreement between the Burlington Education Association and
the Burlington Board of School Commissioners.
The teaching salary of ______ plus additional compensation of ________ for
___________ plus other compensation of __________ for _______________ determine the
teacher's total compensation under this contract to be ___________________.
Said teacher is to be assigned to the ___________________ _______________ as a
________________________.
Teacher Degree & Step is ____________________.
Teacher Licensure ____________ Type __________ Expires.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have hereunto set their hands.
By ___________________________ Date _________________________
Teacher
By ___________________________ Date _________________________
School Board
Contract must be returned by:
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APPENDIX J
2006-2009
SENIOR TEACHER STATUS
This memorandum of understanding replaces Schedule K and all contract
language referencing the Senior Step, including Article 19. Teachers are entitled
to a Senior Step appointment. Appointment will include additional duties and/or
responsibilities set forth in a job description. The Senior Step will provide
additional compensation as set forth below. Compensation shall be based on a per
diem basis for the final year of a teacher's service for the additional duties and/or
responsibilities. Acceptance of this appointment will result in the forfeiture of
19.9 and 19.10.

E)

A)

In order that the Burlington School District may benefit fully from the experience and
expertise of its senior professional staff, the parties have agreed to establish the following
professional employment status to take place during the teacher's final two years of
professional service to the District. Only those teachers who fully comply with the terms
and conditions outlined herein shall be eligible for Senior Teacher appointment.

B)

A teacher otherwise eligible for a retirement benefit pursuant to Section 19.9 or a
resignation pursuant to Section 19.10 of this Agreement, may elect to forgo his/her
retirement or resignation benefit and accept appointment from the Superintendent as
Senior Teacher. A teacher seeking such appointment during his/her final year of
professional service shall make arrangements at the time of application with the
Superintendent to perform mutually agreed upon professional services or duties during
that final year(s) of employment.

C)

Such an appointment shall be compensated at a rate equal to the value of the benefit
which the teacher has decided to forego (Section B above), plus the teacher's appropriate
salary level based on education and experience as found in Appendix (A-1, A-2). The
resulting total shall be the Senior Teacher's professional salary for the year(s) in which
the Senior Teacher appointment is in effect. The maximum additional compensation for
Senior Teacher status for the respective school years may vary from teacher to teacher
according to the provisions of this Appendix along with Sections 19.9 and 19.10. Such
additional compensation, however, shall not exceed 1/3 of the accumulated sick leave at a
per diem rate based on the final year's salary. (see Schedule A and 17.1)

D)

A teacher who seeks appointment to senior teacher status shall indicate, by written notice
to the Superintendent, an intention to retire or resign at the conclusion of the school year
in which Senior Teacher status will be in effect. Such written notice shall be given no
later than the date for the return of signed contracts for the teacher's last year of
employment. Teachers who elect to use more than the final year will provide written
notice to the Superintendent of this intent. Compensation for the work provided will be
made in the final year, but the benefit level will be determined as of the date the senior
teacher status is granted.

While the decision by a teacher to resign or retire under this section is irrevocable under the provisions
of this Appendix, under extraordinary and catastrophic circumstances, the Senior Teacher appointment
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may be modified by mutual agreement of the teacher and the Superintendent in order to allow the
teacher to return to regular teacher status along with attendant salary and benefits. A Senior Teacher
requesting modification or withdrawal of his/her Senior Teacher appointment must notify the
Superintendent in writing.
Depending on the timing of the teacher's request for such adjustment, salary advancement by the District
may have reached a point where total compensation to the teacher partway through the school year may
exceed the full salary payment made for regular teaching status for the entire school year. In such cases,
the decision by the Superintendent to withdraw or modify the Senior Teacher appointment may result in
the teacher losing his/her Senior Teacher stipend for the remainder of the school year. It is understood
that the resulting salary payment to said teacher for the remainder of the school year may be less than
the salary compensation for other teachers for the remainder of the school year who have similar
education and experience. A teacher who elects to use more than one year will be entitled to accumulate
sick leave as per this agreement, subsequent to acceptance to senior teacher status.
F)

In any case, the teacher shall always retain the "Full-Time Equivalency" (FTE) teaching status for which
he/she was contracted for during his/her final year of employment in the District.
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APPENDIX K
CAMPAIGN FOR DOMESTIC VIOLENCE AWARENESS
The Board will establish a domestic violence awareness campaign, that shall include working with community
agencies who specialize in this topic. This effort shall include:
1.
Scheduling education workgroups to be available to employees.
2.
Working with administrators to raise awareness on how to respond to employee concerns regarding
safety and other supportive needs of a victim.
3.
Endeavor, to the extent permitted by law, to assure the confidentiality of the employee’s situation and
make available internal support resources, such as supervisor, human resources and other appropriate venues of
internal support.
4.
Posting information posters that provide support contact information in staff rooms.
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APPENDIX L
RE: LATERAL MOVEMENT OF T&I TEACHERS ON THE SALARY SCALE
Conditions for Salary Advancement
I.
Non-degree teachers with a Level I License may not apply courses and workshops for salary movement
which are included on the teacher's individual professional development plan (Mentor Plan). approved courses
and workshops not part of the Mentor Plan shall be applied towards lateral movement on the salary scale.
II.
Non-degree teachers with a Level II License shall move laterally on the salary scale by completing the
requirements outlined in Appendix A.
III.
T&I teachers with a minimum of a Bachelor's Degree or a Level II License shall move laterally on the
salary scale by completing the requirements outlined in Appendix A.
Course/Workshop Approval
I.
All courses/workshops for lateral movement on the salary scale will be approved in accordance with the
Master Teacher Agreement and guidelines of the Local Standards Board.
II.
All courses/workshops require prior approval by the Vocational director. The Local Standards Board
will review all recommendations.
APPENDIX A
BA+15
BA+36/MA
9 College Credits
18 College Credits
6 Workshop Credits 18 Workshop Credits

BA+51/MA+15
25 College Credits
26 Workshop Credits
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BA+66/MA+30
33 College Credits
33 Workshop Credits

